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The President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives
The Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act of 1982 (Pub. L. No. 97-266,96 Stat. 814)
requires ongoing evaluations of the internal control and accounting systems that protect
federal programs against fraud, waste, abuse, and mismanagement. It further requires that
the heads of federal agencies report annually to the President and the Congress on the
condition of these systems and on their actions to correct the weaknesses identified.
This is GAO'S fourth governmentwide report on federal efforts to strengthen internal control
and accounting systems under the act. It illustrates the types and severity of the internal
control and accounting system problems that exist throughout the government and the need
for a vigorous program to correct these problems. These problems cost the taxpayer billions
of dollars, result in ineffective programs, and paint a picture of federal agencies unable to
manage their programs and fully account for their assets. The continuing existence of serious
internal control and accounting system weaknesses reinforces the need for intensified actions
to strengthen controls across the government and for comprehensive reform of the
government’s accounting systems.
This report recommends several actions by the Office of Management and Budget and the
Congress to improve agency implementation of the act and strengthen the condition of
internal control and accounting systems throughout the government. It also discusses how
GAO will place greater emphasis on selected high risk areas within the government and
develop actions to correct the problems in those areas.
We are sending copies of this report to the Director of the Office of Management and Budget
and the heads of federal agencies. We call on them to emphasize the importance of strong
internal control and accounting systems and to take steps to improve implementation of the
act.

Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller General
of the United States

Elxecutive Summary

Purpose

This is the General Accounting Office’s (GAO) fourth overall report on
the implementation of the Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act of
1982. It discusses GAO'S views on the condition of internal control and
accounting systems within the government; the types of systems problems that agencies have faced and continue to face; and their efforts to
correct the system weaknesses identified and reduce the occurrence of
fraud, waste, abuse, and mismanagement in federal programs. Because
of the seriousness and continuing nature of the deficiencies noted in this
report and the lack of satisfactory progress in correcting them, this
report also contains recommendations to strengthen governmentwide
implementation of the act.

Background

The Congress passed the Financial Integrity Act in an attempt to
improve the government’s ability to manage its programs. It recognized
that strong internal control and accounting systems help ensure proper
use of funds and resources, compliance with laws and regulations, and
preparation of reliable financial reports for oversight and decisionmaking.
The act requires the head of each agency to report annually to the President and the Congress on the condition of agency internal control and
accounting systems. The report must describe the material internal control weaknesses identified and agency plans for correcting them, and
state whether the agency’s accounting system conforms to the Comptroller General’s accounting principles, standards, and related requirements The act holds agency managers publicly accountable for
correcting deficiencies noted.

Results in Brief

The most pressing crisis facing the government today is the federal
budget deficit and the growing accumulation of debt. The burdens of the
government’s estimated $139 billion share of the savings and loan crisis
cleanup costs, Federal Housing Administration losses of $4.2 billion, and
the continuing growth of the $89 billion of uncollected delinquent debts
and taxes owed the federal government represent only a few of the difficulties facing the administration and the Congress in their efforts to
improve federal programs and stem the tide of red ink. Each of these
problems, with its attendant cost to the taxpayer, represents a failure
that could have been substantially reduced by a more effective system
of internal controls.
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While the government’s efforts to strengthen its programs and implement the act have evolved over time and agencies have reported achieving some success in identifying and correcting material internal control
and accounting system weaknesses, these efforts have clearly not produced the results intended by the Congress when passing the act. Seven
years after the Financial Integrity Act became law, it is evident that
. the government does not currently have the internal control and
accounting systems necessary to effectively operate many of its programs and safeguard its assets;
many of the weaknesses are long-standing and have resulted in billions
of dollars of losses and wasteful spending;
. major government scandals and system breakdowns serve to reinforce
the public’s perception that the federal government is poorly managed,
with little or no control over its activities; and
. top-level officials must provide leadership if this situation is to ever
change.
l

Principal Findings
The government continues to be plagued by serious breakdowns in its
internal control and accounting systems. Management deficiencies, program abuses, and illegal activities cost the taxpayers billions of dollars
and undermine their confidence in the government. This situation is
unacceptable under any circumstance, but becomes even more serious in
light of overwhelming budget deficits. The scandal at the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), for example, has seriously
impacted several of the nation’s housing programs and the integrity of
government. HUD, however, is not alone. The Director of the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) recently testified before the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs that “The recently-exposed HUD problems are not unique, not merely peculiar to a particular agency under
what some have described as absentee management. . . . There are analogous problems in other agencies.”

Widespread Internal
Control and Accounting
System Problems Remain

Other examples of deficiencies in federal programs follow.
l

Delinquent debts and taxes continue to grow and are now reported at
over $89 billion. The Internal Revenue Service, which has seen its
receivables increase to over $60 billion, a threefold increase since 1981,
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has been plagued by the lack of accurate receivables information which
has inhibited its efforts to collect these debts. (See chapter 2.)
. Federal agencies are spending billions of dollars developing and acquiring automated systems and are experiencing massive problems in the
process. Design flaws, misjudgments in requirements, and poor program
management caused the Navy to halt installation of a new automated
management information system after spending an estimated $230 million over 9 years to develop the system. Unfortunately, the Navy’s
experience is not an exception. (See chapter 2.)
. The Department of Defense has historically had problems managing its
spare parts inventories. From 1980 to 1988, the value of unneeded secondary inventory items almost tripled, going from $10 billion to $29 billion. (See chapter 2.)
The federal government continues to rely on accounting systems that,
despite improvement efforts over many years, have serious problems.
Existing systems are antiquated; in a general state of disrepair; costly to
operate and maintain; and do not produce the complete, timely, and reliable financial data needed to help make policy and management decisions. All but 1 of the 18 agencies GAO reviewed reported material
weaknesses in their accounting systems. (See chapter 2.)

l

Managers SeeMixed
Results From Financial
Integrity Act Efforts

The Financial Integrity Act has had some results in focusing managers’
attention on agency problems. Senior agency executives and the managers responsible for day-to-day operations of programs, in responding to
a GAO questionnaire, perceived that internal controls have improved as a
result of the act and identified benefits that resulted from the evaluations conducted. This is in sharp contrast to the early years of the act’s
implementation when managers were largely critical of the process,
which they characterized as a paper exercise.
At the same time, federal managers’ questionnaire responses identified a
number of areas where greater emphasis is needed. Almost one-half of
the federal managers responsible for implementing the act had received
no training concerning the conduct of risk assessments, internal control
evaluations and other functions essential to effective implementation of
the act. Also, managers reported that a significant number of agency
activities had received one or no evaluation of their control systems
since 1982. (See chapter 3.)
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Unless something more is done to correct agency internal control and
accounting system weaknesses, major losses of federal funds and the
collateral incidents of fraud and abuse will continue. Most of the problems are known and, in many instances, have been known for years, but
they remain uncorrected. Timely and effective corrective action has
been a problem. Agencies must increase their efforts to correct the
weaknesses, ensure proper control and accountability over their programs, and ensure the existence of the efficient and effective federal
programs that the American public expects and deserves.

Greater Top-Level
Leadership Is Needed

In October 1989, OMB issued to each of the 16 largest agencies a critique
of agency reporting under the act, a listing of agency highest risk areas,
and a listing of key elements necessary to achieve early identification
and correction of problems. OMB'S actions respond to GAO'S primary concern that major problems must receive high-level priority attention, and
they address several of the recommendations made by the Internal Control Interagency Coordination Council in its July 1989 report to the President’s Council on Management Improvement. A number of other
important recommendations in that report remain to be addressed,
including
. linking the Financial Integrity Act internal control review and reporting
process to the budget;
providing for and promoting senior management involvement in the
internal control process;
identifying, in annual reports, agency actions to correct weaknesses; and
. validating that corrective actions have been accomplished and were
effective. (See chapter 3 and appendix V.)

l

l

Recommendations

which participated in the Council study, strongly endorses the recommendations of the Internal Control Interagency Coordination Council
and recommends that OMB take prompt action to ensure that agencies
implement them.

GAO,

further recommends that OMB increase its oversight of agency internal control and accounting system evaluation, reporting, and corrective
action processes to ensure that the agencies are effectively implementing the act.

GAO

believes that the Congress can significantly contribute to effective
corrective action through its oversight role. GAO recommends that the

GAO
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Congress, through its authorizing, appropriations, and oversight committees, hold annual hearings using Financial Integrity Act reports,
plans for corrective actions, and agency financial statements as the focal
point in the process of reviewing agency actions to correct internal control and accounting system weaknesses. Such annual hearings could help
assure the Congress that corrective measures are actually implemented.
The widespread occurrence and significant dollar and programmatic
impact of the weaknesses in federal accounting systems, in particular,
highlights the need for a new approach to federal financial management.
GAO urges the Congress to enact legislation which would
establish a Chief Financial Officer of the United States with responsibility for, among other things, developing and implementing a long-range
financial management improvement plan for the government;
set up chief financial officers in each major agency; and
require the annual preparation and audit of agency financial statements.
believes the above recommendations are critical for meaningful
financial reform to take place, and, if implemented, will help bring about
the purpose of the Congress when it passed the Financial Integrity Act.
GAO

For its part, GAO is intensifying its efforts to help the Congress and the
agencies identify those programs with critical weaknesses in their internal control and accounting systems that are most likely to result in
material losses. This program will initially include
identifying the major areas GAO believes to be most vulnerable;
focusing, in conjunction with efforts of agency management and the
inspectors general, on the root causes of serious long-standing weaknesses to develop approaches to solve the problems;
monitoring agency corrective actions and reporting the results to the
appropriate congressional committees; and
recommending the legislative action necessary to ensure that corrective
measures are implemented.

Agency Comments
i

This report primarily summarizes problems and actions previously identified in agency Financial Integrity Act or GAO reports. Therefore, GAO
did not obtain official comments from the 18 agencies included in this
report. GAO obtained comments from OMB officials, and they agreed with
the report’s thrust and recommendations to OMB.
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In 1982, the Congress passed the Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity
Act (Pub. L. No. 97-265,96 Stat. 814 (September 8, 1982)) to strengthen
internal control1 and accounting systems throughout the federal government and reduce fraud, waste, abuse, and misappropriation of federal
funds. (See appendix I.) At that time, audits of government programs
and media reports identified an almost never ending trail of serious
problems in areas cutting across all agencies and programs. That situation has changed little since 1982. Adding to these problems is the need
to manage the government’s rising debt of $2.8 trillion. Together, the
deficiencies’identified in federal programs and the massive debt continue to paint a picture of federal agencies that are unable to manage
their programs and properly control and fully account for their
resources.
This, our fourth report on the efforts of the 18 largest federal departments and agencies2 to implement the act, illustrates the seriousness of
the internal control and accounting system problems encountered in
recent years and the need for a vigorous program to correct these problems. It also provides the perspectives of various levels of agency management on the effect of the act and the benefits and problems resulting
from their implementation of it.
The act is a brief, concise, straightforward document. Section 2 of the
act requires that agency systems of internal control comply with internal control standards prescribed by the Comptroller General and provide reasonable assurance that

Requirements of the
Act

obligations and costs are in compliance with applicable laws;
funds, property, and other assets are safeguarded against waste, loss,
unauthorized use, or misappropriation; and
. revenues and expenditures applicable to agency operations are properly
recorded and accounted for to permit the preparation of accounts and
reliable financial and statistical reports and to maintain accountability
over the assets.
l

l

The act’s application is very broad and covers the programs, activities,
operations, and functions of federal agencies. The act addresses the

‘For purposes of the act, the terms internal controls, internal accounting and administrative controls,
and management controls are synonymous.
2The 18 agencies account for about 96 percent of the federal government’s expenditures.
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entire range of policies and procedures (e.g., internal controls) that management employs to perform its mission efficiently and effectively and
to provide a full accountability to the taxpayer. In passing it, the Congress took a major step forward by requiring that the head of each executive agency report annually, to the President and the Congress, on the
status of agency internal control systems, and by holding managers publicly accountable for correcting weaknesses in those systems. The act
further required
l

l

the Comptroller General to establish internal control standards with
which executive agency systems of internal control shall comply, and
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to prepare guidelines for
agency use in developing the internal control review and evaluation programs needed to support the agency head’s annual report.
Section 4 of the act requires that the agency head’s annual Financial
Integrity Act report include a separate report on whether the agency’s
accounting system conforms to the Comptroller General’s accounting
principles, standards, and related requirements3 Here also, the act’s goal
is for agencies to recognize their accounting system problems and to correct them so that the government has first-rate systems.

Brief History of the
Governmentwide
Efforts to Implement
the Act

Executive agencies faced a major challenge in implementing the act. The
first annual Financial Integrity Act reports were due by December 3 1,
1983. Between October 1982 and December 31,1983, each agency had to
develop and implement an agencywide internal control evaluation and
reporting process that provided the information needed to support the
first agency head report to the President and the Congress.
Before developing their implementation procedures and beginning the
required evaluations, agencies needed some central, governmentwide
direction on how to implement the act and standards against which to
evaluate their control systems. OMB provided the implementation guidance in December 1982 when it issued its “Internal Control Guidelines.”
This document provided agency management with guidance on the

“GAO’s Policy and Procedures Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies contains the principles, standards, and related requirements to be observed by federal agencies. Specifically, Title 2 prescribes the
overall accounting principles and standards, while Titles 4, 6,6, and 7 specify requirements governing claims; transportation; pay, leave, and allowances; and fiscal procedures, respectively. Agency
accounting systems must also comply with the Comptroller General’s internal control standards, as
well as requirements set forth in the Treasury Financial Manual and OMB circulars.
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development of plans for evaluating, correcting, and reporting on its
internal control systems.
The General Accounting Office (GAO) provided the second form of guidance when it issued “Standards for Internal Controls in the Federal Government” in 1983. Like the act, these internal control standards apply to
program and general management as well as the traditional internal
accounting and administrative control areas.
In addition, each year since passage of the act, GAO,OMB,and the offices
of inspector general have provided assistance to aid federal agencies in
understanding internal controls, developing evaluation and reporting
systems, and preparing the annual reports.

Previous GAO
Financial Integrity Act
Reports and
Testimony

We have monitored federal efforts to implement the act since 1983. Our
first overall report4 characterized the initial agency efforts to assess and
report on the status of their internal control systems as a learning
experience. The need existed for more effective identification and correction of material internal control weaknesses and a more accurate
description of the status of the internal control systems. We recommended that OMBimprove its guidance to agencies on evaluating and
reporting on internal control systems.
Our second governmentwide report? summarized many of the internal
control and accounting system problems facing the government and
noted that the internal control system assessment activities often did
not result in reliable and useful information to agency managers.
Agency personnel widely criticized the assessment processes as
paperwork exercises. The report reiterated the recommendations contained in our first report.
In June 1986 testimony before the House Committee on Government
Operations, the Comptroller General reemphasized the seriousness of

Y

41mplementation of the Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act: First Year (GAO/OCG-84-3,
August 24,1984).
“Financial Integrity Act: The Government Faces Serious Internal Control and Accounting Systems
Problems (GAO/AFMD _86 _14, December 23, 1985).
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the internal control weaknesses facing the government and the importance of correcting those problems in a more timely manner.6 Specifically, he cited a need for
. managers to focus on risks when identifying systems needing improvement rather than waiting for major breakdowns to occur before taking
action,
. strong central leadership and coordination of financial management
improvements,
a commitment of resources for such improvements, and
. continued congressional support.

l

Our third governmentwide report’ provided an overall perspective on
the progress agencies had made since the act’s passage, the internal control and accounting systems problems that remained, and identified
some efforts under way to correct those problems. We pointed out that
long-standing problems needed sustained attention from agency management and continued to plague federal programs.
We also discussed the poor condition of internal controls over federal
programs and the governmentwide impact this has had on efficient and
effective program operations in our recent transition series report on
financial management.s The report concluded that the administration
and the Congress need to clearly articulate priority and support for
internal control improvement initiatives. In addition, we called on the
new administration to
. give priority to correcting known, long-standing internal control problems and
. hold leadership at those agencies with internal control problems
accountable for improving internal controls.
In addition, the report discussed

““The Government Faces Serious Internal Control and Accounting Systems Problems,” Statement of
Charles A. Howsher, Comptroller General of the United States, before the House Government Operations Committee, delivered on June 4, 1986.
Act: Continuing Efforts Needed to Improve Internal Control and Accounting Sys, December 30,1987).
‘Financial Management Issues (GAO/OCG-89-7TR, November 1988).
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the need for agency inspectors general to emphasize the review of internal control systems and make managers fully aware of the internal control implications of audit findings and
the need for a major accounting system reform initiative establishing a
chief financial officer structure in the government and a long-range,
governmentwide financial management improvement plan.
The objective of this review is to discuss the overall condition of internal
control and accounting systems within the federal government and to
recommend actions to strengthen and accelerate implementation of the
act. To accomplish this objective, we focused on four key questions.
First, what have the Financial Integrity Act activities of the 18 largest
federal agencies (see appendix II) accomplished since passage of the act?
Second, do any problems exist that reflect areas needing more attention
in order to make agency implementation of the act more effective?
Third, what is the current condition of internal controls over federal
programs and activities? Finally, what can the federal government do to
further strengthen internal controls and better meet the objectives of
the act?

Objective, Scope,and
Methodology

To answer these questions, we
reviewed the information contained in the annual agency Financial
Integrity Act reports and in the three governmentwide GAOFinancial
Integrity Act reports that discussed the progress agencies had made
since the act’s passage, the internal control and accounting system problems remaining, and efforts under way to correct the problems;
. obtained, through questionnaires and interviews, perceptions and historical information concerning the act from several levels of agency
management (see appendix III for a description of the data collection
methodologies used);
discussed agency implementation and the effects of the act with the
inspector general or chief audit official in each agency included in our
review;
. reviewed GAOaudit and other audit organization reports that identified
internal control and accounting systems weaknesses in agency programs, activities, organizations, and functions; and
. reviewed GAOtestimony and speeches, OMBreports, and news media articles that discussed internal control and accounting system weaknesses
and corrective actions.
l

l
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We performed our work from January 1988 through September 1989 in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. We
obtained comments from OMB,which oversees federal agency implementation of the act, and it concurred with the report’s contents. We did not
obtain comments from the 18 agencies included in our review because
this report addresses the governmentwide effort to strengthen internal
control systems. For illustrative purposes, the report discusses previously issued GAO,inspector general, and agency reports which address
agency-specific problems and make recommendations for corrections.
This fourth governmentwide report also presents a compilation of
agency managers’ perceptions of the act and of the condition of internal
controls within their programs and activities.
In preparing this report, we did not independently evaluate the adequacy of agency internal control and accounting systems and agency
reported corrective actions. Instead, we analyzed the agencies’ reports
under the act and GAOand inspectors general reports which addressed
internal control problems and agency corrective actions.
Federal agencies have 7 years of experience under the act in which to
evaluate and correct their internal control system problems. In chapter
2, we discuss the seriousness of the problems agencies are still experiencing and the need for effective initiatives to correct these problems. In
chapter 3, we discuss the perceptions of agency managers and audit officials about the impact that the act has had on program efficiency and
effectiveness and some problems encountered in implementing the act,
We also discuss agency and OMBefforts to strengthen implementation of
the act and to better focus on needed corrective actions. Chapter 4 contains recommendations for actions needed by OMBand the Congress to
strengthen internal control and accounting systems in federal agency
programs and highlights GAO'Sprogram for addressing high risk areas in
agencies.
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Since passage of the Financial Integrity Act in 1982, federal agencies
have conducted tens of thousands of assessments and other evaluations
of their internal control and accounting systems, developed and implemented actions to correct weaknesses identified, and reported the
results to the President and the Congress. According to OMB statistics,
through 1988, the 18 agencies included in our review identified about
2,200 material weaknesses in their internal control systems.
Despite the reported correction of 1,800 material weaknesses, the condition of controls throughout the government remains poor. Agencies do
not currently have the internal controls necessary to effectively manage
their programs and safeguard their assets. Serious weaknesses exist in
each of the 18 agencies included in our review. There is a seemingly
never ending and costly trail of mismanagement, abuse, and illegal acts
involving federal programs. One need only look at the Department of
Housing and Urban Development to find an agency rocked by disclosures of widespread instances of mismanagement, theft, favoritism, and
influence peddling involving billions of taxpayer dollars. Results of
these disclosures have been the Secretary’s suspension of three agency
housing programs and a discrediting of government.
In this chapter, we will look at the types of internal control and accounting system problems that agencies must resolve if they are to make the
goals of the Financial Integrity Act a reality. We highlight agency and
governmentwide initiatives to correct these weaknesses, and discuss
actions needed to strengthen internal control and accounting systems
over federal programs.

Control Weaknesses
Span a Broad Range of
Activities

Y

Agency self-evaluations of internal control and accounting systems and
GAO, IG, and other audit organization reports have identified material
internal control system weaknesses in agency programs each year since
implementation of the act. These weaknesses cover a broad range of
functions and cut across all phases of the government’s operations.
They can have a serious impact on the ability of the programs involved
to meet their intended objectives and collectively put the government at
high risk.
Federal programs operate in an ever changing environment. Implementation of new programs, changes in existing program objectives, personnel turnover, and use of new technologies can all affect the condition of
controls over government programs. Therefore, to some extent, the continued identification of material internal control and accounting system
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weaknesses is not unexpected. The Financial Integrity Act called for
ongoing agency self-evaluations of their internal control and accounting
systems to help ensure that the weaknesses that arise over time are
identified and corrected.
Table 2.1 summarizes the number of the 18 agencies included in our
review that have reported uncorrected material weaknesses in each category as of the end of each of the first 6 years of the act. As in our three
previous governmentwide Financial Integrity Act reports, we separated
these weaknesses into eight broad categories which depict a wide range
of activities experiencing problems1
Table 2.1: Comparison of the Number of
Agencies Reporting Material
Weaknesses by Category

Category
Procurement
Credit manaRement
Eligibility and entitlement
determinations
Cash manaaement
Automated data processing
Property management
Financial management and
accountiw systems
Personnel and organizational
management

1983

Number of Agencies
1984
1985
1986

1987

1988

14
13

14
13

13
14

13

11

11

a

10
7

9
12
10
14

IO
12
14
15

9
12
17
16

a
13
17
16

5
6
13
9

17

17

17

17

15

17a

10

12

11

16

12

10

4

a
13
10

aAlthough NASA’s 1988 Financial Integrity Act report identified no accounting system nonconformances, OMB recently identified financial systems as a high risk area within NASA.

These numbers do not tell a complete story, however, because they do
not provide insight into the seriousness of individual weaknesses
reported. In the remainder of this chapter, we will complete the picture
by discussing material weaknesses in each of the eight categories.

Procurement

The acquisition of goods and services involves substantial federal outlays. The government spends about $200 billion annually on 22 million
contracts for goods and services. It is important, therefore, to have
strong internal controls over agency procurement processes in order to
protect this large investment and to ensure that only needed goods and
I We renamed the category “Grants, Loans and Debt Collection Management” to “Credit Management”
to be compatible with discussions in the administration’s fiscal year 1990 Management of the United
States Government report.
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services are ordered, prices paid are reasonable, and goods delivered
meet quality standards.
Procurement problems cost the government billions of dollars annually,
but the cost is not restricted to dollars. Faulty procurement practices
and weak controls have resulted in the acceptance of defective or below
specification parts, cost overruns, and increased risk of injury and loss
of life.
The Department of Defense (DOD) procurement system is probably the
largest and most complex in the world and managing it has always been
formidable. In the area of the implementation of strong internal control
systems, the Department has tended to be reactive rather than proactive. Common problems include cost growth, extremely long acquisition
time, and program stretchouts resulting in inefficient production rates.
Together with the disclosures resulting from procurement scandal investigations, these problems raise serious questions about DOD'S ability to
effectively manage its acquisition programs. Examples of procurement
weaknesses within DOD follow.
. The Air Force contracted for the production of a new strategic bomber,
the B-1B. A fast paced production schedule, driven by the need to meet
an early initial operational capability date, conflicted with the orderly
completion of B-1B development and flight testing. After spending over
$30 billion, however, the B-1Bs do not work as planned. (See GAO/
NSIAD-88-13 and GAO/T-OCG-89-27.)
In July 1988 testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee, we
cited a case in which the Commander of the Naval Security and Investigative Command, in October 1987, reported instances of procurement
fraud, such as conflict of interest and bribery. He also indicated that
several of the Command’s ongoing and recently closed investigations
involved high-ranking Naval officers and high level Navy Department
civilians, The Navy official indicated that emphasis must continue to be
given to compliance with existing systems and assigning personnel
responsibility for proper operation of those systems. (See GAO/T-

l

NSIAD-88-38.)

The Department of Defense is not the only agency experiencing procurement problems. The General Services Administration (GSA), which plays
a major leadership role in implementing procurement policy within the
federal government, has also experienced serious internal control weaknesses in the procurement area. The new federal telecommunications
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system, FTS 2000, is an example. This system is designed to make available a comprehensive range of advanced voice, data, and related telecommunications services. In an August 1987 report, we noted that GSA'S
overall strategy for identifying and meeting the governmentwide telecommunications requirements was based on inadequate knowledge of
the range of government needs and that GSA gave insufficient consideration to potentially attractive alternative technical strategies. Since GSA
did not conduct a complete analysis of the range of alternatives for satisfying federal telecommunication requirements, questions arose as to
whether FTS 2000 was optimal either technically, economically, or contractually.
(&?e GAO/IMTEC-89-6,
GAO/IMTEC-87-42,
and GAO/IMTEC-88-24.)
The President’s fiscal year 1989 and 1990 Management of the United
States Government reports (Management Report) and a July 1989 Secretary of Defense plan discuss initiatives to address weaknesses in procurement practices. Many of the reform activities are based on
recommendations of the Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management (the Packard Commission) and relate to underlying procurement
principles and policies as well as the procurement processes themselves.
Some of these initiatives include: (1) consolidating and simplifying the
statutory and regulatory base of federal procurement, (2) streamlining
the development of governmentwide procurement regulations,
(3) rescinding unnecessary regulations, (4) increasing competition in the
award of government contracts, (5) applying commercial techniques to
small purchases, (6) improving procurement data collection, (7) improving the competence and calibre of the procurement work force, and
(8) restoring the authority of contracting officers.
If the reform activities are implemented and result in improved controls
over the procurement process, federal agencies can better ensure that
what we buy meets our needs and that prices paid are reasonable without large cost overruns or program stretchouts. However, these problems are long-standing and will require a sustained commitment to
convert plans and initiatives to solid actions that work to correct the
problems.

Credit Management
v

The management of federal credit programs and collection of amounts
owed the government by those participating in these programs is an
ever growing problem. Taxpayers, loan recipients, users of federal land
and resources, and others owe the government billions of dollars. Federal loan programs often extend credit on easier terms and conditions
than are available in the private sector in order to meet legislated policy
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objectives and accomplish a variety of social and economic goals.
According to the President’s fiscal year 1990 Management Report, total
1988 federal receivables were $316 billion, and about 28 percent, or
$89 billion, was classified as delinquent. Overdue taxes accounted for
about 64 percent of the delinquencies.
During the 1970s and 1980s GAO emphasized the need for proper
accounting for receivables and greater use of commercial practices in an
effort to collect delinquent debts, but debt collection continues to be a
serious problem. Some examples of weaknesses encountered in the
credit management area follow.
. We reported recently that the number of outstanding student loans
insured by the Department of Education has grown rapidly, increasing
by 100 percent from 1982 to 1987. During that same period, defaults
increased by 280 percent. Almost 20 percent of all students who
received their last loan in 1983 had defaulted by September 1987. We
have reported instances where (1) guaranty agencies (federal departments) fail to use available collection tools, such as the IRS tax refund
offset, the resources of state offices, and contract collection agencies,
(2) guaranty agencies have failed to follow their own collection standards and have not required lenders to do so, and (3) educational institutions admit students who have little chance of success and who are
highly likely to default on their loans. (See GAO/HRD-88-72 and G~o/ocG-8918TR.)

. In 1987 and 1988, the IRS reported a material weakness related to
accounts receivable. The fiscal year 1987 report noted that IRS' delinquent accounts receivable balance was about $51 billion-almost
threefold the approximately $18 billion reported in fiscal year 1981. IRS'
Internal Audit Division estimated that about $33 billion of the balance
was collectible, but IRS had little detailed information on how much of
the accounts receivable inventory could be collected and did not know
what collection tools would be most effective. As a result, IRS has been
unable to effectively reduce the growth of accounts receivable and collect delinquent taxes. The IRS contracted with a consulting firm to identify why accounts receivable have grown so rapidly and to discuss the
changes that IRS should make in monitoring and reporting on accounts
receivable, The consultant issued a final report in April 1988, and,
according to the IRS' fiscal year 1988 Financial Integrity Act report, the
IRS was studying the report’s recommendations. (See GAO/GGD-89-1, GAO/
IMTEC-88-41, and GAO/OCG-89-26TR.)
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The government has taken several actions to address the credit management problems. The Reagan administration designated OMBas the focal
point for debt collection initiatives. In addition, the Congress passed the
Debt Collection Act of 1982,, Treasury’s Financial Management Service
issued guidance on credit management and debt collection, OMBprescribed policies and procedures for managing federal credit programs
and instructed agencies to follow a nine-point credit management program,2 and Treasury issued “Managing Government Credit: A Supplement to the Treasury Financial Manual.”
Agencies have also reported making progress in improving their credit
management. Examples of reported improvements follow.
l

l

Federal agencies have begun offsetting federal employees’ salaries to
collect delinquent loans. In 1987 and 1988, five major agencies-the
Departments of Agriculture, Education, Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Veterans Affairs (VA), and the Small Business Administration-matched
their delinquent accounts with federal employment
rosters. Over 140,000 federal employees were found to be delinquent on
federal debts valued at almost $500 million. The agencies sent the debtors 30-day notice letters and implemented offset procedures. OMB
reported that, as of the end of November 1988, employees had repaid
$58 million, most of which ($55 million) was from debts owed to the VA
and the Department of Education.
A pilot program, which we recommended in the late 1970s authorized
by the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, allows delinquent debts owed to
the federal government to be offset against tax refunds due to the
debtor. The Congress has extended the authority for the program to
January 1994. Under the provisions of the act, federal agencies send
delinquent debtors notices of intent to offset any tax refund to which
the debtor may be entitled. Each year, agencies provide the IM with a
list of those debts that are not repaid, renegotiated, or otherwise
resolved for matching against tax returns and subsequent offset of any
refund due. As of October 1989, Treasury reported that the offset program had recovered over $1.2 billion in the past 3 years.

‘The nine-point program focuses on credit management initiatives in each of the credit cycle
phases--loan origination, account servicing, loan collection, and write-offs. To the extent allowed by
agencies’ legislation, the nine-point program instructs agencies to implement initiatives under each
credit cycle phase.
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Despite these efforts, the government’s need to effectively manage its
credit programs has become acute, with delinquencies constantly growing. More emphasis must be placed on the use of available credit management tools, such as private collection agencies and reporting of
delinquent debtors to credit bureaus. Agencies must improve their
accounting systems to help ensure that management has the information
needed to collect the government’s delinquent debts. Independent audits
of debts owed the government are essential to properly manage debt collection activities.
Eligibility and entitlement determinations impact a large portion of
America’s citizens through programs which affect housing, education,
farming, and retirees’ lives. Historically, weaknesses in this area have
resulted from such factors as applicant fraud, lack of controls over key
information, and failure to effectively use management information systems to identify program abusers. The current environment of federal
deficits and funding reductions makes it even more imperative to ensure
that all decisions concerning eligibility and entitlements are sound. The
following section provides examples of weaknesses in this area and
actions taken to correct them.

Eligibility and Entitlement
Determinations

l

l

The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA), which is responsible
for administering the Medicare program, contracts with private firms,
often insurance companies, to pay hospital claims. In a January 1987
report (GAO/HRD-87-43),we discussed erroneous Medicare payments and
estimated that during 1985, Medicare paid at least $527 million in hospital costs that should have been paid by other insurers. In a November
1988 follow-up report, we noted that HCFAhad not acted on our earlier
recommendations to strengthen internal controls. As a result, Medicare
contractors were still not using available information to collect on claims
that other insurers should have paid ahead of Medicare. In one case,
HCFAestimated that one of its largest contractors (and a major independent health insurance company from the contractor’s state) had not
reimbursed Medicare for about $10 million in erroneous claims. We
found that the contractor’s private business should have paid these
claims before Medicare but had not done so. This problem continues in
1989. (&?e GAOjHRD-87-43
and GAO/HRD-89-19.)
The Department of Veterans Affairs has cited problems with the Civilian Health and Medical Program (CHAMPVA)since 1983. This program
pays for hospital care and doctor visits for certain spouses and dependents of members of the armed forces. The primary weakness concerns
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the need for reverification of CHAMPVA eligibility to ensure that only eligible individuals receive benefits. The Department reported that it took
action and that the weakness was corrected in 1986; however, VA reestablished it as a material weakness in 1987 after a review by the inspector general revealed that about 19 percent of those receiving benefits
were ineligible.
While serious problems remain, some agencies have reported improvements in the eligibility and entitlement area. The President’s fiscal years
1989 and 1990 Management Reports noted the following improvements:
. Agencies managing programs where creditworthiness is a criterion for
credit eligibility are purchasing credit bureau reports, to aid in their
decision-making.
Loan application forms for federal financial assistance have been
revised and now include a question as to whether the applicant is delinquent or has defaulted on any federal debt. Furthermore, if a debt is
delinquent or in default, agencies cannot provide additional financial
assistance until payment is made in full or satisfactory repayment
arrangements are made with the agency to which the debt is owed.

l

These actions will improve the basic internal controls over the programs
affected, but they are not sufficiently responsive to the seriousness of
the eligibility and entitlement problems the government faces. Programs
in these areas are far-reaching and total outlays associated with them
are large. More internal control improvements are needed to reduce the
possibility of waste and abuse.

Cash Management

In a June 1988 report (see GAO/AND-88-62), we discussed the important
task of effectively managing the government’s $2 trillion annual cash
flow. Managing this amount of funds requires depositing collections
promptly as well as making government disbursements and paying bills
on time. Over the years, our work has shown that payments to vendors
were often made either too early or too late and that advances to grantees were made well before they needed the funds. Legislative efforts to
make more timely payments resulted in passage of the Prompt Payment
Act.3 Examples of cash management weaknesses follow.
3The Prompt Payment Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-177; 31 USC. Chapter 39) provides specific criteria to federal agencies for determining due dates on commercial invoices when related contracts do
not include payment-timing provisions and requires agencies to pay interest penalties when payments
are late.
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. In its 1987 Financial Integrity Act report, the Department of Housing
and Urban Development reported that inadequate controls in the property disposition process provided the potential for closing agents to
manipulate or otherwise take funds for their own use or to delay the
transfer of such funds to the Department. Corrective actions, which
were scheduled for completion by October 1989, included development
of an automated system to provide complete, accurate, and prompt
accounting for all properties and funds handled in the property disposition process. The system is designed to provide better control over the
management and disposition of properties and improvement of the
accounting function associated with the property disposition process.
This problem continues to exist and has, along with problems in several
other HUDprograms, recently received widespread news media
attention.
In 1987, VA reported it had not fully complied with the Prompt Payment
Act’s provisions concerning timeliness and the payment of interest penalties on late payments.4 Its corrective actions have centered around
implementation of the Computer Assisted Payment Processing System
which matches vendor invoices with receiving reports. While VA
reported progress in paying some bills processed through its system
prior to the grace period, it nevertheless continued to experience difficulty in paying certified invoices. In 1988, VA reported further improvements in complying with the Prompt Payment Act and noted that
interest penalties had declined from about $430,000 in fiscal year 1987
to about $360,000 in fiscal year 1988. Further, VA stated that it no
longer considered the weakness material because these penalties were
projected to decline further in 1989 and they were below OMB’S threshold for materiality.
. In 1988, the Department of State reported that it was not consistently
complying with provisions of the Prompt Payment Act. It reported significant problems throughout the Department involving late documentation and the correction and transmittal of purchase orders, invoices, and
receiving reports. In addition, the Department indicated it was still making payments either early or late and, at times, without the proper interest penalty payment. The Department reported taking initial steps to
address this weakness. However, it does not anticipate correcting it until
l

41nOctober 1988, the Congress passed the Prompt Payment Act amendments of 1988 to provide more
specific guidance on the timing of payments and related interest penalties to vendors, to increase the
amount of interest penalties agencies must pay to vendors if interest penalties are not made automatically, and to eliminate the grace periods (e.g., a E-day period after the payment due date during
which payments could be made without incurring interest penalties).
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fiscal year 1990, when its new Central Financial Management System is
fully implemented throughout the Department.
9 The Treasury Inspector General’s 1988 annual report noted that established policies and procedures for controlling Customs collections,
serially-numbered forms, and Government Losses in Shipment Act
transmittals were not followed at the Los Angeles International Airport.
Consequently, a theft of over $800,000 was not detected for more than a
year. The Inspector General’s report further noted that on four previous
occasions, the internal audit staff had reported the procedural problems
which permitted the undetected theft but that corrective actions had not
been taken.
The federal government must set new goals and implement strategies
for achieving cash savings. Initiatives such as Treasury’s plan to have
all agencies use electronic certification technology for submitting payment requests to Treasury regional financial centers, and the processing
of all Form 1040 estimated tax payments to a lockbox system are helpful. However, agencies must continue to search for efficient cash management techniques and use current and emerging technology to better
process payments, collect receipts, and improve overall cash
management.

Automated Data
Processing

Technology is transforming how the government does business. Federal
agencies currently operate over 53,000 unclassified automated systems,
some with life cycle costs in the billions of dollars. According to the
President’s budget for 1989, by the year 2000,75 percent of public
transactions will be handled electronically. Projected federal expenditures for information technology and management in fiscal year 1989
total about $17 billion as compared to $9 billion in fiscal year 1982.
While spending these billions of dollars, federal agencies are experiencing massive problems in acquiring and developing the systems necessary to manage government operations. Invariably, these systems do not
work as planned, have cost overruns in the millions and even hundreds
of millions of dollars, and are not developed on time. Congressional
interest in these matters has increased as the Congress is being asked to
fund more and more systems at higher and higher costs. (See GAO/
OCG-89-6TR.)

In a 1989 report, we analyzed the ADPweaknesses reported by agencies
under the Financial Integrity Act. (See GAO/IMTEC-89-11.)We found that,
for the period 1983 through 1987, about 80 percent of the weaknesses
fell into 4 categories: (1) controls over computer applications, (2) ADP
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security, (3) ADP organization and management, and (4) methodology for
evaluating ADP controls and security. The following examples illustrate
some specific weaknesses occurring in the ADP area.
.

l

l

DODspends in excess of $8 billion annually on automated information

systems to support military functions such as supply and maintenance,
technical data, and manpower management and an additional $22 billion
each year on systems for command, control, and communications. In
recent years, we have reported that many of these Defense systems far
exceeded their original cost estimates, became operational later than
scheduled, and fell significantly short of originally approved performance expectations because of design flaws, misjudgments in requirements, and poor program management. For example, in a September
1988 report, we noted that the project costs for the Standard Automated
Financial System, which the Navy initiated in 1980, had grown from an
estimated $33 million to $479 million, a staggering fifteenfold increase.
Although faced with dramatic cost increases to develop and implement
this system, the Navy did not adequately explore alternatives. In January 1989, after spending 9 years and an estimated $230 million on the
project and facing opposition from most users who doubted the system
could be successfully deployed, the Navy judged the system to be too
costly and halted its installation. (See GAO/IMTEC-88-47,
GAO/T-IMTEC-88-7,
and GAO/T-OCG-8927.)
In 1984, the IRSexpanded its Automated Examination System for tax
returns. The expanded project was to be completed by 1989 at a cost of
$1 billion. Since the 1984 expansion, the cost estimates have risen by
$800 million, the schedule has been delayed by 6 years, and the IRShas
been unable to conclusively demonstrate benefits from the one portion
of the system that is operational. Because few benefits can be cited as a
result of already spending $187 million through 1988, the IRShas
requested no further development funds for fiscal year 1990.
The Department of State has reported multiple weaknesses relating to
ADP since 1984. These weaknesses include: (1) lack of alternate computing capability in the event that a disaster or terrorist act should close
the Department’s only main computer complex or its regional computer
sites, (2) inadequate security and control over automated information
systems, (3) poor environmental controls at the Department’s main computer complex (inoperative humidity controls, water leakage through
the roof, frequent air conditioning failures, and failure by the General
Services Administration to maintain backup generators in the event of a
power outage), (4) environmental deficiencies at the regional administrative management centers in Paris, Bangkok, and Mexico City, and
(5) lack of documented contingency plans or procedures in the event of a
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long-term power outage. Although the Department has reported progress in correcting some of these weaknesses, most scheduled completion
dates range from 1989 to 1992.
These examples and others reported by agencies and GAO show that
agencies across the government have problems implementing automated
information systems. In June 1989 testimony, we noted that, for the
most part, these problems are not caused by a lack of regulations, policies, or procedures but are caused by some of the following. (See GAO/TIMTEC-89-9.)

Agency needs are not clearly identified, leading to inadequate definition
of requirements.
Alternative approaches are not considered; too frequently, agencies seek
unique solutions for common application needs.
Problems in software development or system configuration are often
deferred to the next development phase and are not addressed before
moving on.
Determinations of system needs and requirements continuously change,
leading to cost overruns and schedule delays.
Top managers and congressional leaders are not always provided with
accurate cost and schedule estimates.
Managers are frequently reluctant to make the tough decision to terminate a poor development effort; instead, they choose to spend additional
funds in an attempt to solve the problem.
Program management responsibility frequently changes and is often
poorly defined.
Top agency management is not adequately involved in system
development.
Top agency management needs to become more involved in information
management decisions, to recognize the role and importance of strategic
planning in guiding information resource activities toward achieving the
agency’s mission, and to review these plans and update them periodically to ensure their applicability and usefulness.
Managers at all levels must give increased attention to managing information and information resources, but in order to do this, managers
must educate themselves in how to manage information and information
resources. Agency management needs to ensure that individual system
projects are developed in accordance with the strategic plans, that program managers follow more strictly established system design and
acquisition procedures, and that strategic plans are consistent with
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budget requests and agency reprogramming actions. System requirements should be adequately defined, alternative solutions fully evaluated, and the costs and benefits of alternatives assessed. Finally,
managers must be willing to look beyond familiar parameters-the
private sector has much that we can learn in the areas of information skills
and application.

Property Management

Property constitutes a large percentage of the government’s total assets.
At the end of fiscal year 1987, Treasury reported in the Consolidated
Financial Statements of the United States Government, Prototype, that
property, plant, and equipment (net of depreciation) was over $450 billion or about 40 percent of the government’s total reported assets. To
ensure that the government’s investment in property is safeguarded and
maintained and that property is accounted for and properly used, sound
internal controls are necessary.
Over the past 7 years, DOD'Sproperty management weaknesses have
involved areas such as property furnished to contractors, inventory
inaccuracies, materials-in-transit, and inventories of secondary items,
The following are examples of some of these weaknesses.
. Since 1967, GAOhas raised concerns about property furnished to
Defense contractors. In 1981, DODdirected the services to establish management control activities to maintain control over access to government
furnished materials. However, a March 1988 GAOreport indicated that,
while more than 6 years had passed since DODrequired better controls
over contractor access to the DODsupply system, poor controls were still
evident in the Army. In 1988, DODestimated that, as of September 1986,
the amount of government furnished material in the possession of Army
contractors was about $2 billion. GAOfound that the Army had made
little progress in implementing the management control and reporting
systems that DODrequires to adequately control government furnished
material provided to contractors. Also, the Army had not yet developed
an accounting system that would provide an independent means of identifying how much government furnished material the contractors had on
hand and received annually and how it was being used. These control
weaknesses offered the potential for fraud, waste, and abuse of government furnished materials. DODagreed with our findings and stated that
the Army had not been as aggressive as it should have been in implementing existing DODpolicies for instituting controls in this area. (See
GAO/NSIAD-88-98.)
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. In a July 1988 report, GAOdiscussed the increase in the value of spare
parts inventories at DODand concluded that, while much of this growth
resulted from increased costs due to inflation and the need to support
weapon systems modernization, a sizable portion represented unneeded
inventories. The amount of unneeded secondary items increased from
approximately $10 billion in 1980 to about $29 billion in 1988. More
efficient inventory management by the military services and defense
agencies could reduce these inventories, which could free defense dollars for other areas without reducing readiness. (See GAO/NSIAD-88-189BR
and GAO/OCG-89-9TR.)
The Department of Defense is not the only agency experiencing weaknesses in property management. The following examples show that they
exist elsewhere in the government.
. Since 1984, VA has reported that pharmaceuticals from its hospital ward
Inpatient Drug Distribution System have been susceptible to unauthorized use or loss. According to VA'S 1988 Financial Integrity Act report,
its Department of Medicine and Surgery is in the process of implementing a new medication disbursement system to reduce access to medications. In addition, VA reported that it has converted approximately 70
percent of the medical facilities to the new system and that its central
office pharmacy service monitors those facilities that have not yet been
converted. VA'S 1988 Financial Integrity Act report also included this
condition as an uncorrected material weakness. It further noted that
while no funds had been allocated to continue the conversion process in
fiscal year 1988, VA would continue to monitor those facilities which had
not yet been converted.
Over the past 18 years, numerous reports by GAO,and more recently by
the State Department’s Inspector General, have reported inadequate
internal controls over personal property located at about 260 foreign
posts and 21 domestic cities. This condition occurred because the
Department neither followed regulations nor took proper enforcement
actions. State Department officials have repeatedly promised, but not
taken, corrective actions.

l

In a related example, GAOreported that, because of years of neglect,
serious maintenance problems now exist at a number of the government’s owned and leased overseas properties. This occurred in part
because the responsibility for identifying maintenance needs typically
rests with foreign service generalists who do not have the technical
skills needed to assess maintenance problems. State officials have
acknowledged that a serious maintenance backlog exists and estimate
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that about $1 billion would be needed to provide necessary maintenance
GAO/NSIAD-89-116,
and GAO/OCG-89-19TR.)
and repairs. (&?e GAO/NSIAD-87-156,
While the government has a large investment in property, its problems
in this area have been particularly long-standing. Agencies must
improve the internal control and accounting systems designed to control
and manage federal property and reduce the potential for waste and
abuse of federal funds.

Financial Management and
Accounting Systems

The federal government faces a major fiscal crisis. Effective measures
must be taken to control the continuing budget deficits and reduce the
massive accumulated federal debt. Hard choices must be made; however, their effectiveness can be affected by the quality of the financial
information and ultimately the adequacy of the underlying financial
management systems. Many federal financial systems are weak, outdated and inefficient, and cannot routinely produce relevant, timely,
and comprehensive information. As a result, managers and the Congress
are denied the opportunity to know the real financial effects of past
decisions and the potential costs and benefits of alternative actions.
The basic structures of many present federal financial management systems were designed during World War II. The result is that financial
reports provide a flood of information but little reliable operational and
cost data that are essential to monitor programs, anticipate overruns,
and provide a basis for program and budget planning. The ongoing HUD
debacle underlines this problem. The systems could not provide basic
accountability and control. Our recent financial audit of the Federal
Housing Administration, for example, showed that while the administration’s system showed losses of about $860 million, in fact the losses
were $4.2 billion, or almost 6 times higher.
Hundreds of millions of dollars are spent each year on uncoordinated
efforts to upgrade these systems. Despite improvement efforts over
many years, the systems are still second rate. As the President’s fiscal
year 1989 Management Report states, “Once a leader in the early days
of automation, the Government’s financial systems and operations have
eroded to the point that they do not meet generally accepted standards.”

w

Conventional efforts to put the government’s financial house in order
have lacked the long-term, governmentwide approach that is necessary
to ensure that consistent data are available across agency and department lines. The reform effort needs centralized leadership, which is
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tasked with developing a long-range plan to guide the reform activities
and corresponding financial management positions in the agencies.
In 1985, we issued a report entitled, Managing the Cost of Government,
which was the culmination of a major study of the government’s financial management practices. The report identified significant problems
affecting the federal financial management structure, proposed a conceptual framework to guide improvement efforts, and provided an
implementation strategy. Since then, we have seen a growing consensus
as to the need to reform the government’s financial management systems and as to what needs to be done throughout the government to
accomplish meaningful and lasting improvements. (See GAO/AFMD-85-35
and USA,and GAO/OCG-89-7TR.)
Some examples of the continuing accounting system weaknesses that plague government programs follow.
l

GAOfirst identified major accounting and internal control weaknesses

related to the Foreign Military Sales trust fund more than 10 years ago.
Because of a long-standing lack of accounting control over trust fund
cash and related bills to customer countries, the federal government
might have to refund millions of dollars to foreign governments. In
1982, after 6 years of largely unsuccessful efforts to improve accounting
in this program, DODestablished a Foreign Military Sales Financial Management Improvement Program under the defense comptroller through
which DODdeveloped a comprehensive plan to correct deficiencies. The
centerpiece of the plan was the Defense Security Assistance Agency’s
(DSAA) new central system. The plan also included the development of
interfacing systems in each military department. However, the plan
failed, and in July 1988, in an effort to redirect faltering system development efforts, the Deputy Secretary of Defense reassigned responsibility for operating the existing system and developing an improved
system from DSAAto the Air Force. (See GAO/T-AFMD-88-9and GAO/
AFMD-88-76.)
l

The United States Mint has accounting problems which need management attention. In a 1989 report on the Mint’s financial management
system, GAOidentified several internal control weaknesses including
inadequate accountability for coin dies, outdated and incomplete policies
and procedures for cost accounting and budgetary funds control, and
inadequate training and supervision of accounting staff. In addition, the
Mint incorrectly accounted for costs in recording revenue and expense
information and used inappropriate methodologies to distribute certain
overhead costs between the businesslike numismatic, or collectors’ coin,
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programs and the appropriated domestic coin programs. As a result, certain numismatic coin program revenue and expense reports were unreliable, and the Mint cannot ensure that these programs operate at no net
cost to the government. Also, funds control reports contained errors and
did not show balances available for obligation, and the Mint cannot
ensure that obligations do not exceed authorized funding. (See GAO/
AFMD-89-88and GAO/T-AFMD-89-12.)
Key accounting and related internal control systems currently operated
by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) have serious
weaknesses. As discussed in a September 1988 GAOreport and subsequently reported in HHS' 1988 Financial Integrity Act report, differences
between the balances recorded in the HHSoperating divisions’ accounting
systems and internal and external financial reports amounted to billions
of dollars. As a result, HHSdid not know the amount of funds it had
available, the amount of advances made to grant recipients, and the
amount of property it was responsible for controlling. Also, efforts to
collect approximately $31 million in audit disallowances have been hampered by inadequate documentation, untimely recording of accounts
receivable, and the lack of written debt collection procedures. Over the
past 10 years, HHSinitiated two major departmentwide accounting system enhancement efforts, but neither was successful. (See GAO/
AFMD-88-37.)

l

In 1987, the Department of Education identified two material weaknesses related to guaranteed student loan interest subsidy payments.
Supporting documentation for the report noted (1) interest subsidy billing errors of $12 1 million due to lenders’ overstatements of loan account
balances and incorrect classifications of loan and student status and
(2) missing documentation in lenders’ files for individual borrower
accounts associated with $417 million of payments. The program’s controls (edit checks) were not sufficient to detect most lender errors. The
Department stated that it was upgrading the interest billing subsystem
by building stronger controls, and reported, in 1988, that it expected to
complete corrective actions by 199 1.
In the past, successful completion of financial management improvement efforts has often been elusive. Currently, there is an emerging consensus within the Congress and the executive branch that effective and
lasting improvement must be sustained across administrations and
guided by a cohesive framework under centralized leadership.
The administration’s strategy for improving the government’s financial
management systems involves consolidating and standardizing the government’s many separate financial management systems by establishing
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a single, primary accounting system in each major agency. Agencies are
required to follow the minimum system standards set out in the Joint
Financial Management Improvement Project’s Core Financial System
Requirements, select off-the-shelf software, and eliminate redundant
systems through the use of cross-servicing arrangements whereby one
agency provides data processing and accounting services for one or
more other agencies.
In addition, in July 1987, the Director of OMBappointed a Chief Financial Officer (CFO)of the United States to provide leadership, policy direction, and oversight for federal financial management, and, in November
1987, recommended that each of the major agencies create a chief financial officer position within its organization. Subsequently, OMBcreated a
council of these officers to provide advice and assistance to the cm of
the United States.
Over the past several years, interest in a legislatively established chief
financial officer position for the federal government has increased. Bills
introduced in the 99th and 100th Congresses called for a cm, and the
President’s Management Report for fiscal years 1989 and 1990 pointed
to the need for a legislatively mandated CFO.GAOhas called for the
establishment of a legislative CFOthat would develop a long-range,
governmentwide financial management plan and provide direction and
continuity when leadership changes occur in the administration as well
as at the Z@3ICykVel.(%XGAO/T-AFMD-88-18.)
Experience has shown that management reforms are more likely to succeed if they have a legislative mandate. As noted in May 1986 testimony, GAOstudied centrally directed, governmentwide management
improvements conducted in the 1970s and found that few initiatives had
a lasting impact. For problems as complex and long-standing as those of
federal financial management, there are no magical solutions. The situation can be righted only through painstaking, long-term efforts. However, short term actions which are very productive can and should also
be taken. Legislation may not solve every facet of the problem, but it
will provide a permanence that is absent from administratively based
initiatives. Further, a statutorily mandated CFOfor the government and
corresponding positions in the agencies would give financial management the prominence necessary to achieve reform. Such action will also
enable the federal government to better manage its financial affairs,
save billions of dollars, and help restore the accountability of managers
and the credibility of government.
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A key factor in the development, implementation, and maintenance of
strong internal control systems is the competence and motivation of the
federal workforce. Today, the federal government is challenged by a
number of personnel concerns. It needs to attract, motivate, and retain
committed people at all levels who can develop new ideas and innovative approaches and see them through to effective implementation. Concern is mounting over the impact that both the federal pay structure and
the turnover in leadership positions are having on the government’s
ability to acquire and retain top quality people to carry out its
programs.

Personnel and
Organizational
Mariagement

The federal government’s pay structure has deteriorated. The result of
this deterioration has been that over half of all federal personnel
officers we surveyed in 1987 said that their ability to hire competitively
over the last 5 years had worsened. The Federal Aviation Administration, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), and the Social Security Administration have had substantial difficulty attracting or retaining air traffic
controllers, revenue agents, and computer specialists, respectively. Over
half of the government’s senior career executives we surveyed said they
would likely accept a desirable position outside the federal government
if one became available. The following are some examples of weaknesses
in personnel and organizational management.
.

GAOhas testified more than 20 times in the past 2 years on personnel

problems affecting the operation of the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) air traffic control system. FAAdoes not have a recruitment
policy or a coordinated recruitment program and is finding it difficult to
attract and retain high quality personnel. Today, 8 years after the 1981
air traffic controllers’ strike, there are almost 4,000 fewer fully qualified controllers than before the strike. Moreover, shortages of inspectors
and maintenance technicians are having an adverse impact on FAA’S ability to cope with increasing levels of air traffic.
. In an October 1988 report, we noted that the IRShad recognized the need
to improve its ability to attract and retain a high quality financial management and accounting work force. For example, IRS-furnished statistics for regional accounting section staffing showed turnover rates in
excess of 26 percent. The IRSidentified several factors that hindered its
attempts to solve this problem. First, a large number of people living in
some of the communities where IRShas its service centers did not have
the needed accounting knowledge and experience for accounting technician positions. Second, in those localities where qualified people live, the
IRSwas often at a disadvantage because the private sector paid higher
salaries. Finally, when accounting technicians reach the journeyman
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level, they face extremely limited prospects for continued advancement
in the aCCOUnting Section. (See GAO/GGD-89-1
and GAO/oCG-89-26TR.)
. In a July 1988 report, we discussed a DODpersonnel problem concerning
the validation of physicians’ qualifications and the adequacy of documentation in credential files. Validation, which should be documented, is
an important step to ensure that practicing military physicians are qualified. In July 1986, DODstated that by July 1988, it would require its
physicians to have a valid, current state medical license. However, as of
May 1988, many DODphysicians were still unlicensed.
Another example of personnel and organizational management weaknesses relates to the DODhospital quality assurance review of patient
records. This review identifies occurrences that deviate from normal
medical procedures or expected outcomes. Once identified, an occurrence is evaluated by physicians, who determine whether the care given
was appropriate and met acceptable medical standards. In a January
1989 report, we stated that DOD'Sinitial screening process did not identify a substantial number of deviations which had occurred. We identified three factors that contributed to this situation: (1) DODand the
services had not provided sufficient guidance on what to do if more than
one deviation was found in a patient’s record, (2) in the Navy, corpsmen
reviewing patient records may not have had sufficient medical expertise
and training to identify all of the deviations, and (3) in the Army and
Air Force, physicians screen their own patient records. DODmade policy
changes in 1986 and 1987 to improve the utility of occurrence screening
programs at the hospital level in order to achieve more positive acceptance of the program by the hospitals. The extent to which these
changes help will depend on how the hospitals and services design and
implement their programs within the revised policy framework.
The range of personnel and organizational management problems cited
thus far involve individuals’ recruitment, retention, or qualifications,
and organizational considerations such as separation of duties. However, differences in management philosophy can also affect how well an
agency fulfills its mission. The following example illustrates this point,
l

The Secretary of Energy recently pointed out significant personnel and
organization weaknesses within the Department of Energy (DOE) which
also impact such key departmental functions as environmental protection and waste management. The Secretary stated that he strongly disagrees with the “ .,*underlying operating philosophy and culture of DOE,
... that adequate production of defense nuclear materials and a healthy,
safe environment were not compatible objectives.” In 1988, DOEdid
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report multiple weaknesses causing significant environmental problems
at its facilities which may take as many as 20 years and as much as
$96 billion to correct. Although these weaknesses have been identified
and corrective actions indicated, the newly appointed Secretary stated
that he will undertake his own assessment of all DOEoperations and that
he “... will not be driven by previously set schedules or management
decisions which still do not answer emerging questions as to the soundness of technical data or completeness of reviews.” The Secretary of
Energy has proposed ten initiatives intended “... to restore credibility to
the Department of Energy, and to provide the kind of environmentally
responsible direction that is critical ...” to meet DoE'Smission.
The identification of new material weaknesses, continued existence of
previously reported weaknesses, and detrimental effect of internal control and accounting system weaknesses such as those discussed in this
chapter lend credibility to the concerns of the Congress and the American public that the federal government is not effectively and efficiently
managing its programs. They show a need for greater top-level management emphasis on ensuring strong internal control and accounting systems in all federal programs and for actions to improve the
governmentwide efforts to implement the act. Later in this report, we
recommend several actions that the Congress and OMBcan take to satisfy
these needs.
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At the time the Congress passed the Financial Integrity Act, federal
managers’ primary interests focused on achieving program goals, with
little interest in program efficiency and economy. As a result, we saw a
continual stream of reported incidences of fraud, waste, and abuse stemming from weak internal control and accounting systems. Although
widespread serious weaknesses continue to exist in the internal control
and accounting systems throughout federal programs, the results of GAO
questionnaires and discussions with agency managers and audit officials
show that agencies have made progress since 1982 in establishing the
self-evaluation programs called for in the act. Federal managers generally perceive that the Financial Integrity Act has had a positive impact
on their activities, and that, overall, their internal control systems have
improved.
Nevertheless, implementation problems remain. The questionnaires
revealed that a significant number of components still had not received
the required evaluations of their internal control systems, and about
50 percent of the managers responsible for performing the internal control assessments and evaluations have not received any training concerning the act and the work required to comply with its provisions.
Further, an Internal Control Interagency Coordination Council report
highlighted a number of actions to improve the governmentwide Financial Integrity Act efforts in the evaluation, reporting, and corrective
action areas.
In this chapter, we will present, on a governmentwide basis, historical
information on the internal control evaluation activities of the 18 major
federal agencies and the perceptions of managers and audit officials
within those agencies on the act in general and the benefits and problems encountered as a result of implementing it. Unless otherwise noted,
our analysis is based on the responses of over 1,400 component managers and senior agency executives’ from the 18 agencies included in our
review.

GAO’s Survey of
Agency Managers

We used two questionnaires and structured interviews to collect information on agency efforts to implement the act. We distributed one questionnaire to a statistically representative sample of component
managers and the other to the senior executives in each agency. The
‘Component managers are responsible for an agency component, which OMB defines as “a major
program, administrative activity, organization, or functional subdivision of an agency.” Agency
senior executives are assistant secretaries or executives of an equivalent level.
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questionnaires focused on individual manager experience with and perceptions of the act. In addition, we interviewed each agency’s inspector
general (IG) or chief audit official and chief internal control official to
obtain their perceptions of the act. (See appendix III for a discussion of
the scope and methodology used in developing and administering these
data collection instruments and appendix IV for a copy of each questionnaire and summary of the responses received.)

Agency Knowledge of
the Condition of
Internal Controls
Before the Act

Agency senior executive and component manager responses to the questionnaires show that, prior to 1983, most federal agencies had established processes for evaluating their internal control systems. Our
interviews with the IGSand chief internal control officials confirm the
existence of such processes. These officials, however, generally characterized the processes as informal and limited in scope (usually to a location such as a hospital, management center, military base, or function,
such as payments). Overall, they lacked the formal reporting procedures
needed to focus top management’s attention on the problems identified.
The Financial Integrity Act provided this structure.

Managers Report
Significant Financial
Integrity Act Efforts

The act requires ongoing evaluations of agency internal control systems.
The results of these evaluations form the basis of the agency head’s
annual report to the Congress and the President on the condition of controls within each agency. The guidance developed by OMBfor agency use
in implementing the act provides for two evaluation activities-risk
assessments and internal control evaluations. Managers reported conducting about 90,000 of these evaluations from 1983 through 1987.

Managers Perceive That
Risk AssessmentsAchieve
Their Intended Objectives

The first step in evaluating internal controls is the assessment of an
agency component’s risk or susceptibility to waste, loss, unauthorized
use, or misappropriation. Agency personnel accomplish this task by performing risk assessments. We found that the number of risk assessments
conducted has steadily increased since 1983 and that managers gave
this process high marks in measuring the susceptibility of their
programs.

Y

In conducting risk assessments, agencies may follow the procedures outlined in OMB'SFinancial Integrity Act implementing guidelines or use
other systematic reviews that build on management’s knowledge, information obtained from management reporting systems, previous risk
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assessments, audits, and other sources. The three basic steps in these
assessments are
. analysis of the general control environment,
analysis of the component’s inherent risk, and
. preliminary evaluation of the controls in the component.

l

Our questionnaire results show that, since passage of the act, the
number of units performing risk assessments has steadily risen each
year, from 6,443 (35 percent of the 18,319 total agency components) in
1983 to 10,656 (68 percent) in 1987. Ninety-three percent of the component managers judged the most recent risk assessment as adequate or
better in rating their component’s susceptibility to waste, loss, unauthorized use, or misappropriation. In addition, as a preliminary internal
control system evaluation methodology, risk assessments are not
expected to identify material internal control weaknesses. However,
about 24 percent of the component managers indicated that the assessments identified material internal control weaknesses, with about
13 percent saying that the process identified this type of weakness to a
great or very great extent.

Agencies Are Conducting
Internal Control System
Evaluations and
Identifying Material
System Weaknesses

The number of internal control evaluations conducted each year since
1983 has also increased. These evaluations are detailed reviews of an
agency component’s internal control systems to determine whether
those systems meet the control objectives established in the act. Managers almost unanimously viewed them in positive terms and report that
these evaluations have identified material internal control weaknesses
in their programs.
An internal control evaluation may consist of the procedures outlined in
Financial Integrity Act guidelines or the alternative procedures
identified in OMBCircular A-123, “Internal Control Systems.” These
alternative procedures include reviews made under OMBCirculars A-76,
A-127, and A-130,2 inspector general and GAOaudits, management studies, and consultant reviews.
OMB’S

Federal agencies have been very active in conducting internal control
evaluations. Questionnaire results show that the number of these
2These OMB circulars require agencies to report on in-house activities and acquisition of commercial
type products and services (Circular A-76), financial management systems (Circular A-127), and
information resources, including ADP and telecommunications (Circular A-130).
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detailed reviews performed has increased each year since 1983, going
from a low of 6,888 in 1983 to a high of 11,117 in 1987. Since implementation of the act, the 18 agencies included in our review have conducted
about 50,000 internal control evaluations.
Managers gave these evaluations high marks. Ninety-four percent of the
component managers stated that the internal control evaluations did an
adequate or more than adequate job of portraying the condition of the
control systems in their programs. About half of the evaluations identified material internal control system weaknesses to at least some extent,
and 16 percent of the evaluations identified material weaknesses to a
great or very great extent.
Based on OMB guidance, agency managers should conduct internal control evaluations in areas judged to have a high or moderate risk of loss
based on the risk assessment results. However, our questionnaire results
showed that a component’s risk rating was not a factor in determining
which components had an internal control evaluation. Components with
high risk ratings were no more likely to have an internal control evaluation than those with low or medium risk ratings.
However, a clear relationship exists between the number of risk assessments an agency component had and the component’s involvement with
internal control evaluations. Those with two or more risk assessments
(group one) were significantly more likely to have had an internal control evaluation than those having one or none (group two). Almost
90 percent of the group one components received at least one internal
control evaluation during calendar years 1983-1987. In addition, group
one component managers were somewhat more directly involved in all
aspects of the Financial Integrity Act work in their components than
their group two counterparts. For example, nearly 71 percent of group
one managers conducted the last internal control evaluation in their
component as opposed to 62 percent of group two managers.

Agency Actions to
Correct Material
Weaknesses
Y

The underlying purpose of the act is to improve agency internal control
systems; prevent and detect fraud, abuse, waste and mismanagement;
and increase the efficiency and effectiveness of federal agency operations and programs. The identification of material internal control weaknesses is an important first step in this process, but, for the Financial
Integrity Act program to work, agencies must take the next step and
correct the weaknesses detected. This is the central problem facing government today. For the most part, we believe agencies are aware of their
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major problems. HUD is a case in point. The problems that gave rise to
the infamous “Robin HUD" case were identified and reported in HUD'S
1987 Financial Integrity Act report. Where HUD fell down was in not
promptly and effectively correcting the problem. Management support
is critical in order for agencies to eliminate serious and oftentimes longstanding internal control system weaknesses, such as those highlighted
in chapter 2.
Senior agency executives and component managers generally believe
that their agencies have supported actions to correct identified internal
control weaknesses and that they are working to correct those problems.

Managers Perceive Agency
Support for Corrective
Actions

. About 90 percent of the senior executives said their agency supports
actions to correct identified material weaknesses from a moderate to
very great extent, and 79 percent felt that, from a great to a very great
extent, their agencies implemented corrective actions. About 80 and 60
percent of the component managers, respectively, responded the same
way.
. Only 7 percent of the managers felt that their agencies took little or no
action to correct the weaknesses identified, and 7 percent indicated that
agency actions had little or no effect on resolving the weaknesses.
Managers identified the following as ways their agencies demonstrate
support for corrective actions.
Agency heads distribute memos/letters discussing the importance of
agency efforts to strengthen internal controls.
High-level agency management is directly involved in determining the
needed corrective actions.
High-level agency management is directly involved in implementing corrective actions identified.
. The agency has provided additional funds to make the needed changes.
. The agency has increased staffing to implement and maintain improved
internal control systems.
Agency management is involved in follow-up procedures to determine
the timeliness and effectiveness of corrective actions.
The agency requires training in internal control system reviews and
methods to correct weaknesses identified.
l

l

l

l

l

We found a positive relationship between the number of risk assessments conducted in a component and the level of management support
for the Financial Integrity Act program. Managers of components having
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two or more risk assessments were more likely to follow up to ensure
that the corrective actions taken resolved the weakness identified than
managers of components having one or no assessments. In addition,
their responses indicated that they received stronger top management
support, were more likely to get additional funding and staff, and that
agency management followed up more often to determine the effectiveness of corrective actions than was the case for the other group of managers. In addition, they perceived that they obtained more results from
their efforts (i.e., their efforts resulted in improvements in the efficiency
of their program’s operations and controls) than those managers
involved in programs where one or no risk assessments had been
performed.
Twenty-nine and 43 percent of the senior executives and component
managers, respectively, many of whom also identified ways in which
their agencies supported corrective actions, cited areas where agency
support for correcting internal control system weaknesses was lacking.
These areas include the need for more staffing, more funding, and
improved training.

Cost-Effectiveness of
Agency Actions to
Strengthen Internal
Controls

While strong internal control systems are the cornerstone of effective
and efficient management, they must be cost-effective. They should not
be developed and implemented just for the sake of having them. Agency
management must compare the projected cost of evaluating existing control systems, and developing, implementing, and maintaining internal
control and accounting systems against the potential losses, financial
and other, that could result from not having those systems.
We asked the senior executives and component managers the extent to
which improvements resulting from the Financial Integrity Act evaluations justified the costs to evaluate the internal control systems. Overall,
their response was positive. Eighty-six percent of the senior executives
responding felt that the benefits obtained justified, to some or a greater
extent, the costs incurred. Seventy-one percent of the component managers responding answered in the same way.
Agency executives and component managers identified a number of benefits resulting from the efforts to implement the act and evaluate agency
internal control systems. The benefits identified by both groups of
respondents follow.
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Management attention has been focused on solving long-standing
problems.
Efficiency and effectiveness in accomplishing program missions have
improved.
. The Financial Integrity Act has helped identify actions to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of operations,
Managers have better control over operations.
Internal control evaluation activities have helped managers set
priorities.
. Program or activity personnel are more aware of the importance of
strong internal controls.
l

l

l
l

About one-third of those managers whose questionnaires indicated that
the benefits justified the cost to only some or no extent (about 10 percent of the total respondents) cited one or more of the following reasons
for this perception.
Implementing the act required too much paperwork.
. The work required the participation of too many staff.
. Review efforts duplicated other work.
Program controls were already considered adequate.
The process did not identify any weaknesses not already known.
. Financial Integrity Act efforts identified only insignificant weaknesses.
l

l

l

The first three of these items were serious concerns in the early years of
the act. In our second governmentwide report on the act’s implementation (GAO/AFMD-86-14,December l985), we cited the widespread concern
that managers viewed the implementation of the Financial Integrity Act
as a meaningless paper exercise that accomplished little beyond adding
to their paperwork burden. There was a general perception that the
paper-intensive implementation processes used by agencies diluted the
act’s merits.
A 1985 report prepared by the President’s Council on Management
Improvement (PCMI) confirmed that, while agencies recognized the need
to strengthen their internal controls, they considered paperwork for risk
assessments and internal control evaluations to be excessive. The study
team recommended, among other things, that changes be made to reduce
the effort expended on risk assessments and internal control reviews
without compromising the act’s objectives.
Y

OMBhas, through revisions to Circular A-l 23 and other documents, pro-

vided agencies with the flexibility needed to reduce the paperwork,
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staffing, and duplication problems. In revising Circular A-123 in 1986, it
amended the guidance for risk assessments and internal control evaluations and permitted the use of alternative procedures, such as audit and
other reports in meeting the requirements of the act. So, while some
managers still see a paperwork burden, our survey results clearly show
a significant decrease in managers’ concerns in these areas since the
1985 PCMIstudy. We also believe this indicates that a cultural change
may be taking place and that managers better understand and accept
their management responsibility for internal controls.

Questionnaires
Identify Areas
Needing Improvement

In addition to the perceptions discussed in the preceding section of this
chapter, the questionnaires collected information on the involvement of
component managers in several areas instrumental to the act’s success.
Two such areas are involvement in risk assessments and internal control
evaluations and receipt of training in Financial Integrity Act areas. In
both areas, the component manager questionnaires identified problems
that could raise questions as to whether federal agencies are serious in
their efforts to implement the act and are somewhat counter to the perceptions discussed earlier in this chapter. First, a significant number of
the components within the 18 agencies included in our review had
received too few risk assessments or internal control evaluations from
1983 through 1987. In the second area, only about 50 percent of component managers had received training related to the evaluations required
under the act and their agency’s processes for implementing those
requirements.

Inadequate Number of
Internal Control System
Evaluations Conducted on
Agency Components

When passing the Financial Integrity Act, the Congress intended that
agencies conduct ongoing evaluations of all aspects of their internal control systems. While the numbers of evaluations conducted have steadily
increased each year, a significant percentage of agency components had
received an insufficient number of evaluations.
OMBprescribed timeframes within which agencies should conduct risk
assessments of their components. This guidance, as presented in OMBCir-

Y

cular A-l 23, initially required agencies to perform these assessments on
all components at least once every 2 years. In 1986, OMBrevised A-123
and, among other things, changed the 2-year review cycle to a S-year
cycle or earlier as major changes occur. GAObelieves that each agency, if
serious about implementing the act, should have reviewed the controls
in each component at least twice during the 1983 through 1987 time
period.
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Based on the results of our questionnaires, we found that about 3,450,
or 19 percent, of the components received one or no evaluations from
1983 through 1987. More specifically, 2,408, or 13 percent, received no
evaluations, 377, or 2 percent, received one internal control evaluation
and no risk assessments, and 663, or 4 percent, received one risk assessment and no internal control evaluations. Considering the importance of
internal controls to the efficient and economical operation of federal
programs and the congressional interest in strengthening these controls
throughout the government, the 19 percent represents an unacceptably
high number of components whose systems have received an insufficient number of reviews. This must be changed in the future to fully
gain the benefits the act has to offer.
Another disappointing statistic coming from the questionnaire analysis
is that only a little more than half of the component managers had
received training on risk assessments and internal control evaluations,
The most common types of training received were formal classroom and
on-the-job training. The majority of those receiving this training felt that
it was adequate or better.

More and Better Training
Are Needed in Financial
Integrity Act Issues

Despite the general satisfaction expressed by those who had received
training, about half of the component managers receiving training identified areas in which their agencies could improve that training in the
risk assessment and internal control evaluation areas. They cited one or
more of the following as needing improvement.
. Defining the purpose and objective of internal control evaluations.
. Identifying the methodology to be used in evaluating internal controls of
mP systems.
. Identifying the procedures required to perform evaluations.
Explaining how to analyze and evaluate the results.
Identifying the documentation needed to support the evaluations.

l
l

Managers’ perceived training needs varied depending upon the number
of assessments that their components had received under the Financial
Integrity Act. For example, managers of components having two or more
risk assessments cited the need for guidance in conceptual areas, such as
the definition of materiality or selection of weaknesses that should be
included in the agency report. Managers having one or no risk assessments tended to identify training needs in areas dealing with the basic
implementation of the act. For example, they wanted answers to questions dealing with how to conduct risk assessments and internal control
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evaluations and information on who is responsible for conducting those
evaluations.
On January 25,1988, the Internal Control Interagency Coordination
Council, an organization composed of representatives from all the major
agencies, OMBand GAO,wrote to the Director of the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM)citing the need for improvements in OPM-offered
internal controls training for managers. The Council was concerned that
most available OPMtraining did not adequately distinguish between program controls and accounting system controls and, therefore, failed to
serve the needs of the majority of managers with responsibility for controls in program areas. It is working with OPMto develop a revised training course and has established a task force to study training needs,
evaluate current curricula, and make recommendations. Expedited
action in this area is needed as the Council first raised its concern over
the adequacy of training almost 2 years ago.
Federal agencies have recognized and reported on several other aspects
of Financial Integrity Act implementation needing improvement. In
1985, the President’s Council on Management Improvement conducted a
study designed to identify ways to improve and streamline the Financial
Integrity Act evaluation and reporting processes. As noted earlier in this
chapter, its report resulted in several changes in the governmentwide
efforts to implement the act.

Agencies Have
Identified
Opportunities for
Strengthening
Financial Integrity Act
Activities

In March 1989, the Internal Control Interagency Coordination Council
formed a subcommittee composed of representatives of seven agencies,
OMB,GAO,and the President’s Council on Integrity and Efficiency (PCIE)
to review aspects of the government’s Financial Integrity Act activities.
Specifically, the subcommittee examined the feasibility of integrating or
consolidating the review requirements of various OMBcirculars, enhancing the usefulness and acceptability of the Financial Integrity Act’s
internal control review and reporting process to senior agency management, and improving the effectiveness of the Annual Statement of
Assurance to the President and the Congress.
The subcommittee’s report highlighted the following seven issues:
.

Y

linking the internal control review and reporting process with the
budget to assist the Congress and OMBin analyzing the impact of corrective actions on agency resources,
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emphasizing the early warning capabilities of the internal control process to ensure timely actions to correct weaknesses identified,
. consolidating the review processes of various OMBcirculars to eliminate
overlapping review requirements and improve staff utilization,
. providing for and promoting senior management involvement in the
internal control process to ensure more effective and lasting oversight
and accountability in Financial Integrity Act activities,
. highlighting the most critical internal control weaknesses included in the
Financial Integrity Act reports to increase the usefulness of the report
to the President and the Congress,
reporting on agency processes to validate actions taken to correct material weaknesses, ascertain that desired results were achieved, and
reduce the likelihood of repeated occurrences of the same weaknesses,
and
improving management awareness and understanding of the act to provide for more consistent program manager interpretation and acceptance of the act.
l

l

l

(Appendix V contains a detailed discussion of each issue area.) The
Council forwarded the report to the President’s Council on Management
Improvement on July 6, 1989, and briefed the Chief Financial Officers’
Council on the report on July 19, 1989. Implementation of the recommendations contained in the report, which we fully support, if taken
across the government, should have a significant impact on the condition of internal controls over federal programs.
We interviewed agency audit officials and chief internal control officials
to obtain their perceptions about the success of the act and any areas
where improvements might be made. While agency audit officials
(inspectors general and chief audit officials) have no legislative responsibilities under the act, they have played an important role since the
outset. The results of our interviews with them indicate that they continue to be very involved in agency Financial Integrity Act programs.
For example, they typically

Audit and Chief
Internal Control
Officials SeeBenefits
From the Act

. examine agency annual Financial Integrity Act work plans,
. provide technical assistance to agency personnel implementing the act,
. review risk assessment and internal control evaluation activities,
review agency year-end Financial Integrity Act reports for accuracy and
completeness, and
. report to agency heads on the results of their examination of agency
implementation of the act.

l
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The audit officials generally stated that controls had improved from
1983 through 1987 and that their agencies had implemented logical,
cohesive, coordinated agencywide approaches to identifying and correcting internal control problems. They noted moderate or better top
management support for a strong internal control review process and
for reporting weaknesses identified and making the needed improvements. Audit officials generally rated their agency corrective actions as
adequate or slightly better in solving the problems identified. However,
some audit officials did not rank highly their agency’s timeliness in
implementing corrective actions. Furthermore, about half of the audit
officials indicated their agencies needed to make changes in both their
follow-up and training processes.
In addition to the chief audit officials, we also discussed the act with the
chief internal control official of each agency included in our review.
These officials, who are responsible for the Financial Integrity Act program within their agencies, generally felt that internal control systems
had improved from 1983 through 1987. All of these individuals rated
the effectiveness of agency actions to correct the material weaknesses
identified as average or better, They also stated that their agencies
require periodic follow-up or have a system to monitor or test component progress in taking planned corrective actions. Most of these officials also reported that their agency had some system to test or monitor
those actions reported as corrected. However, about half of these officials reported they do not have a system that validates the effectiveness
of the corrective action.
Federal managers generally perceive that positive impacts, such as
improved internal controls and program efficiency and effectiveness,
have resulted from the Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act. However, these managers also believe improvements can be made in the
areas of agency support for correcting weaknesses and in training managers to implement the act. GAObelieves that opportunities for improvement exist and that agency efforts in these areas will have a positive
impact on the condition of controls in the federal government.

OMB Is Renewing Its
Emphasis on
Evaluating Internal
Controls

In June 1989, the Director of OMBmet with deputy and under secretaries
of the executive agencies and asked them to prepare a new assessment
of their internal control and audit follow-up processes and to report the
results to him by July 23, 1989. Resulting from this effort has been an
agreement between OMBand each agency as to a priority ranking of their
highest risk areas. OMBexpects agencies to concentrate on these areas to
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correct long-standing problems and will fully support and closely oversee the improvement efforts. Also, OMBis planning to increase its Financial Integrity Act staff from one to seven individuals. Continual OMB
oversight and the assignment of a high priority to efforts to strengthen
internal controls throughout the government are critical if we are going
to see needed improvements.
On July 21,1989, the Director of OMBmet with the heads or deputies of
62 independent agencies and requested a similar report on internal controls. In addition, the President’s Management by Objectives system,
which is managed by OMB,includes an objective targeted at guaranteeing
the effectiveness and integrity of programs and services for the public
and the proper stewardship of public resources. Among the actions
planned under this objective are the following:
. installation and operation of an integrated, governmentwide network of
financial management systems by 1992;
enhancement of top management’s decision-making capacity by developing quality data bases which integrate program results, budget, and
accounting data by 1993; and
. increase in the priority of, and policy and program level attention to,
internal control and audit follow-up programs to reduce the risk of
unidentified fraud and waste.
l
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Conclusions

Internal controls are a primary contributing factor to the efficient and
economical operation of an organization’s programs, whether that
organization is in the public or private sector. By establishing specific
operational policies and procedures and checks and balances, internal
controls help provide assurance that programs accomplish their
intended objectives in an efficient and effective manner with full stewardship and accountability for public funds. As such, it is incumbent
upon and a direct responsibility of managers at all levels within government to ensure the existence and operation of strong internal control
systems within their programs.
Almost 7 years have passed since the Financial Integrity Act became
law. Governmentwide efforts to implement it have evolved over time,
and agencies have reported achieving some success in identifying and
correcting material internal control and accounting system weaknesses
in their programs. These efforts have not, however, produced the results
intended by the Congress when passing the act. The government does
not currently have the internal control systems necessary to effectively
operate its programs and safeguard its assets. In addition, its accounting
systems are antiquated and second rate. These problems span major
activities across the government and result in losses totaling billions of
dollars.
Disclosures of continued widespread problems in federal programs raise
serious questions about the government’s commitment to strong internal
control and accounting systems and to the achievement of the objectives
of the act. Their existence reinforces the need for intensified actions to
strengthen internal controls across the government and for comprehensive reform of the government’s accounting systems. A clear need exists
for changes in agency internal control and accounting system evaluation, reporting, and corrective action processes and, more importantly,
for changes in the management philosophies and the general environment under which federal programs operate. The development, implementation and maintenance of a strong Financial Integrity Act program
would help ensure that situations such as HUD do not occur or that the
problems that do surface are less severe in terms of the dollar magnitude of the losses and the number of programs with material weaknesses. The Congress, OMB,federal agencies, GAOand the federal audit
community each has a role in making the needed changes. Corrective
actions must be a priority, and agencies must ensure that those actions
taken are effective and get to the root cause of the problem.
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The Financial Integrity Act requires OMBto provide guidance for agency
use in implementing the internal control evaluation, reporting, and corrective action processes required by the act. Action by the Director of
OMBto personally assert leadership in this area and to reach agreement
with the major agencies on the highest risk areas is an important step in
addressing long-standing problems. As a next step, we recommend that
OMBtake prompt action to insure that agencies implement the recommendations contained in the Internal Control Interagency Coordination
Council report. These recommendations include:

Recommendationsto
OMB

. linking the Financial Integrity Act internal control review and reporting
process to the budget,
identifying, in annual reports, agency actions taken to correct weaknesses, and
validating that corrective actions are accomplished and are effective.

l

l

One Council recommendation focused on the establishment of senior
level policy committees at each agency to provide oversight of the internal control evaluation and reporting processes. We recommend that OMB
guidance on this point be expanded to include, as a responsibility of
these committees, oversight of agency evaluations of planned, inprogress, and completed corrective actions.
To ensure the existence of a strong governmentwide Financial Integrity
Act effort, we also recommend that OMBannually review the internal
control and accounting system evaluation, reporting and corrective
action processes in each major agency to ensure that the agencies are
effectively implementing the act. We support OMB'Splan to increase the
number of staff assigned to Financial Integrity Act activities.

Recommendationsto
the Congress

Federal agency annual Financial Integrity Act reports are an important
mechanism for providing the Congress with information on serious
problem areas within agency programs and with information on agency
progress in correcting these problems. Additional congressional actions
are needed to help ensure continued agency emphasis on the development, implementation, and maintenance of strong internal control and
accounting systems. We recommend that the Congress, through its
appropriation, authorization, and oversight committees, hold annual
hearings on the actions of each of the 18 major federal agencies to evaluate its systems, to correct the material weaknesses identified, and to
ensure that similar problems will not occur in the future. Agency Financial Integrity Act reports, plans for actions to correct material internal
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control and accounting system weaknesses, and financial statements
provide information that congressional committees can use when planning and conducting annual oversight hearings.
Further, we continue to believe that legislation to establish a permanent
financial management structure for the government is essential. We recommend that the Congress enact legislation which would, among other
things:
. establish a Chief Financial Officer of the United States whose responsibilities include developing a long-range financial management improvement plan for the government,
set up corresponding chief financial officers in each major agency, and
require the annual preparation and audit of agency financial statements.

l
l

GAOis ready to work with the Congress in preparing this legislation.

Because of the sheer number of serious problems faced by the government, an intensified effort to correct long-standing weaknesses is
needed, and urgent and effective corrective actions must be a priority.
In this context, we plan to intensify our efforts in examining and evaluating internal control and accounting systems and in communicating to
the agencies and the Congress the significant deficiencies and the
needed short- and long-term corrective actions.
First, we plan to identify the most vulnerable federal programs or activities. Our past work has given us an understanding of the various internal control and accounting system problems facing agencies, and we
have specific knowledge of many areas where fraud, waste, and mismanagement might occur. By applying selected criteria to these problem
areas, we will target and prioritize specific areas for evaluation. The criteria include:
. the magnitude of the risk and the potential for the vulnerable area
becoming a reality;
. our existing knowledge of the vulnerable area and the potential to
clearly define the root causes of the problem;
. the probability that a meaningful solution to the problem can be developed and implemented, and
the likelihood of achieving short-term measurable financial savings,
meaning a payback for the effort and the cost of corrective measures.

l
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Second, in concert with the agencies and the inspectors general, we will
identify actions to correct the problems. Among such actions would be to
introduce new internal controls to help these officials deal with the
problem in a systematic manner;
develop a temporary solution to obtain immediate savings;
. implement systems changes to permanently reduce or eliminate the
problem for the future; and
have the agency head, chief financial officer, or chief internal control
official closely monitor the problem area.
l

l

l

In some instances, legislation may be needed to help correct a problem.
If, in the process of identifying corrective actions, we determine that
legislative action is needed, we will recommend it.
Finally, we will undertake an ongoing monitoring role of the high risk
areas in the following context. The agency chief financial officer and/or
chief internal control official would have day-to-day responsibility for
overseeing corrective actions with concurrent review of progress by the
agency’s inspector general. We will review progress reports, periodically
have follow-up discussions with agency personnel and alert the Congress if the corrective action program adopted does not appear to be
effective, is seriously behind schedule, needs to be revised significantly,
or requires additional resources to be carried out effectively and
expeditiously.
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Federal Managers’ l?inmcial Integrity Act
of 1982

An Act
To amend the Accounting and Auditing Act of 1950 to require ongoin evaluationa
and reports on the adequacy of the &ems of internal accounting an f administretive control of each executive agency, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Chgress assembled,
SOON
1. This Act may be cited as the “Federal Managers’
Financial Integrity Act of 1982”.
SEC.2. Section 113 of the Accounting and Auditing Act of 1950 (31
U.S.C. 66al is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new &section:
“(dWlXA1To ensure compliance with the requirements of subsection (ax31 of this section, internal accounting and administrative
controls of each executive agency shall be established in accordance
with standards prescribed by the Comptroller General, and shall
provide reasonable assurances that“(i) obligations and costs are in compliance with applicable
law;
“(ii) funds, property, and other as&a are safeguarded against
waste, loss, unauthorized W, or misappropriation; and
“(iii) revenues and expenditures applicable to agency operations are properly recorded and accounted for to permit the
preparation of accounts and reliable financial and statistical
reports and to maintain accountability over the assets.
“(Bl The standards prescribed by the Comptroller General under
this paragraph shall include standards to ensure the prompt resolution of all audit findings.
“(21 By December 31, 1982, the Director of the Office of Management and Budget, in consultation with the Comptroller General,
shall establish guidelines for the evaluation by agencies of their
systems of internal accounting and administrative control to determine such systems’ compliance with the requirements of par wh
(11of this subsection. The Director, in consultation with the Ttt mp
troller General, may modify such guidelines from time to time as
deemed necessary.
“(31 By December 31,1983, and by December 31 of each succeeding
year, the head of each executive agency shall, on the basis of an
evaluation conducted in accordance with guidelines prescribed
under paragraph (2) of this subsection, prepare a statement‘(A) that the agency’s systems of internal accounting and
administrative control fully comply with the requirements of
paragraph (1); or
“(B) that such systems do not fully comply with such
requirementa.
“(41 In the event that the head of an agency prepares a statement
described in paragraph (3XB1,the head of such agency shall include
with such statement a report in which any material weaknesses in
the agency’s systems of internal accounting and administrative
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control are identified and the plans and schedule for correcting any
such weakness are described.
“(5) The statements and reports required by this subsection shall
be signed by the head of each executive agency and transmitted to
the President and the Congress. Such statements and reporta &all
also be made available to the public, except that, in the case of any
such statement or re rt containing information which is“(A) specifical r y prohibited from disclosure by any provision
of law; or
“(B) specifically required by Executive order to be ke t secret
in the interest of national defense or the conduct oP foreign
affairs,
such information shall be deleted prior to the report or statement
being made available to the public.’ .
Sxc. 3. Section 201 of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921 (31
U.S.C. 111,is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new subsection:
“(kX1) The President shall include in the supporting detail accompanying each Budget submitted on or after January 1, 1933, a
separate statement, with respect to each department and establishment, of the amounts of appropriations requested by the Bresident
for the Office of Inspector General, if any, of each such establishment or department.
“(21 At the request of a committee of the Congress, additional
information concerning the amount of appropriations originally
requested by any office of Inspector General, shall be submitted to
such committee. ‘.
Sxc. 4. Section 113(b) of the Accounting and Auditing Act of 1950
(31 U.S.C. 66a(bN, is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new sentence: “Each annual statement prepared pursuant
to subsection (dl of this section shall include a separate report on
whether the agency’s accounting system conforms to the principles,
standards, and related requirements prescribed by the Comptroller
General under section 112 of this Act.“.
Approved September 8, 1982.
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Departments and Agencies Included in
the Review
Department of Agriculture
Department of Commerce
Department of Defense’
Department of Education
Department of Energy
Department of Health and Human Services
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the Interior
Department of Justice
Department of Labor
Department of State
Department of Transportation
Department of the Treasury
Environmental Protection Agency
General Services Administration
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Small Business Administration
Department of Veterans Affairs

‘For Financial Integrity Act reporting purposes, the Department of Defense (DOD) reviews the
reports prepared by its component organizations (i.e., Army, Navy, Air Force, Defense Intelligence
Agency, Defense Communications Agency, and other offices) and prepares a single Financial Integrity
Act report for transmittal to the President and the Congress.
For the questionnaire phase of this assignment, we obtained DOD information from component managers and agency senior executives in Army, Navy, Air Force, and the Defense Logistics Agency
(DLA). For chief control official interview purposes, we added the Office of the Secretary of Defense
to the list of DOD organizations. We used the same universe for the inspector general (IG) or audit
official interviews except we excluded DLA, which does not have an auditor general or IG position
comparable to those in the other DOD organizations.
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TechnicailDescription of GAO’s Survey and
Sampling Methodology
In this appendix we discuss the sampling procedures used in our survey.
We address pretesting the instruments, selecting the universe and sample size, and validating the results. The instruments we used were: (1) a
component manager questionnaire, (2) a senior agency executive questionnaire, and (3) standardized interview documents for meetings with
agency inspectors general and chief internal control officials.

Pretesting

The purpose of our pretest was to ensure that each question had a common or uniform meaning, that the instrument was clear and easy to
understand, and that the instrument elicited standardized responses.
Except for the inspector general and chief internal control official universe, we did not include the responses to the pretest in our results. We
included their responses because of the small size of these universes and
potential difficulties in scheduling second interviews with these
officials.
The pretest of the questionnaire consisted of two phases. In phase one,
we asked several component managers and senior executives to complete the questionnaire as if they had received it in the mail. GAO observers noted the length of time it took to complete the questionnaire and
any difficulties encountered. In phase two, we discussed each question
and the overall questionnaire content with the manager or senior executive. We also discussed the possible responses that their colleagues
might make to the questions in order to determine whether we should
revise any of them.
We did not conduct a similar pretest of the standardized interview document. Rather, we used the responses of the first three inspector general
and chief internal control official interviews as a pretest. During the
interview, we noted any difficulties experienced by the individual being
interviewed and made adjustments as we deemed necessary. We
designed the interview questions to be consistent with the questions in
the questionnaires.

Selecting the Universe
and Sample Size

To determine the universe for the component manager questionnaire, we
used information that each of the 17 civilian agencies reported in the
Management Control Plan contained in their annual Federal Managers’
Financial Integrity Act report. For the defense agencies, we used information provided by each organizational unit’s (i.e., Army, Navy, etc.)
internal control coordinator. We identified a total of 23,758 components
in our universe of 18 agencies.
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We stratified the civil agency universe, by agency, into two groups:
(1) components that had conducted an internal control review (ICR) or an
alternative internal control review (AICR) of their systems and (2) components that had not conducted such reviews. We then calculated a sample size for each agency.
We did not stratify the defense agencies into groups because we were
unable to identify those components that had conducted an ICR or AICR.
Rather, we considered each service and the Defense Logistics Agency to
be a separate agency strata.
The outcome of this process resulted in a component manager sample
size of 1,070, comprised of 886 civilian and 184 military components. Of
the 886 civilian components, 370 conducted ICRS and 516 did not. During
the verification process, we determined that nine civilian components
did not meet our selection criteria, so we reduced our sample size to
1061.
The universe for the senior agency executive questionnaire consisted of
all of the assistant secretaries or equivalent level officials identified by
each agency’s internal control coordinator. We excluded any senior executive who was also the agency’s chief internal control official. This process identified 671 executives, but, upon further inquiry, we excluded
three from the universe because they did not meet our criteria. The final
senior executive universe consisted of 668 executives-509 from civilian agencies and 159 from Defense agencies. We sent a questionnaire to
each of these individuals.
We conducted standardized interviews with 21 inspectors general, auditors general, or internal auditors, and 22 assistant secretaries or equivalent level officials. In some cases, the agency’s chief internal control
official also was an assistant secretary or equivalent level official. (See
appendix II for an agency listing.)

Validating the Survey
Results
Y

We used the interviews with the inspectors general and chief internal
control officials to validate the responses obtained from the questionnaires. Data were also validated by a cross comparison between the
senior agency executive and component manager questionnaires. As an
additional validation procedure, we tested 59 hypotheses and performante variables and found consistency in all cases. In addition, as mentioned earlier, we conducted pretests to ensure the validity of the survey
instruments. Since the data collection methods involve self-reporting by
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the subject populations, we expect adverse findings to be somewhat
underreported.

Calculating the Sample
ResponseRates

Our effective (real) sample size for the component manager questionnaires was 1,061. We received 867 responses to our questionnaire for a
response rate of 82 percent. We found that 704, or 80 percent, of the 877
civilian managers included in our sample responded. There was a similarly high response rate of 83 percent for the 153 defense managers who
returned the questionnaire.
For the senior agency executive questionnaire, we had an effective or
real universe of 668 and a response rate of 81 percent. Civilian executives submitted responses to 418, or 82 percent, of the 609 questionnaires mailed. We found 126, or 79 percent, of the 159 defense managers
surveyed responded.

Calculating the
Nonresponse Rate and
Sampling Error

We estimate, based on the responses received from the component manager questionnaire, that the overall response rate, when projected to the
universe, is 78 percent. Therefore, if we had mailed questionnaires to
the entire adjusted universe, we would have received 18,319 responses,
from the universe of 23,758 (plus or minus 888 responses). Since we did
not obtain a 100 percent response rate, our maximum sampling error
increased to about plus or minus 5 percent as compared to the originally
planned 4.4 percent rate.
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This appendix shows how the component managers and agency executives that responded to the survey answered each question. The percentage to the right of the question alternatives shows the percent or
proportion of managers answering the question that chose that particular alternative. In some cases, questions were preceded by a filter question that screened out a proportion or percent of the population. The
reader is cautioned to account for these filter questions when comparing
the results of responses to specific questions back to the statistics cited
in the body of the report. Because there are instances where the respondent could choose more than one alternative, the sum of the percentages
for each alternative need not necessarily total 100 percent. Also, in
questions where the respondent was asked to write in an amount (e.g.,
question nine of the component questionnaire), the average or mean of
reported amounts is presented. In matrix-type questions, the percentage
of respondents choosing a particular alternative are typed within the
appropriate matrix box or row-column space.
Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding and may not, in some
cases, appear to match those in the text. This is due to calculations made
with the raw data to provide more meaningful information in the report.
An example is calculating the percent of the entire population as
opposed to the percent of the filtered respondents. The “missing” data
category represents a “no response” to an individual question in this
questionnaire. These values were considered as nonresponses and were
not calculated into our evaluation. In most instances, this includes zero
to 5 percent of the responses.

-.
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United States General Accounting

Offke

Survey of Agency Actions to Evaluate and
Strengthen Control Systemsin Agency
Components - Agency Executives
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annually report on the odequaq nf their agency’s
control systems Thrnugh this survey, the General
Accnonting Office b collecting agency senior official’s
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their prognms and activities.
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3.
For purpose3 of this questionnaire, a material
management control wakncs3 is a WealuKss that
would significantly impair tbc fulfillment of an
the public of
otganizatonal unit’s mission; deprive
needed services: violate statutory or rcgulawry
requirements; significantly weaken safeguards against
waste, loss, unauthorized use or misappropriation of
funds. property, or other assets; or result in a conflict
of intcrCst.

TOwhat extent, if at ail. were you (or orhe; s&or
agency officials) aware of these tnanagcmeot control
weakrlessrs before the lrvkwi or management
cotltrnl
s@mu in your organizational unit? (IZntecr respotw
qunber io the space provided.)
RESPONSE SCALE

For purposes of this questionnaire. a nonmaterial
weakness is any weakness Ihat is not sufficient to
impair signifiwntly
the fultillmcnt of an organizalion
unit’s mission, etc.

1 = To a very greztt extent

TT

2 = 70 a great cxtcnt
3 = To a moderate cxtcnt

21
15

17
27

4 = To some extent

14

27

5 = To little or no extent

10

12

6 = No wcakncsscs have been identified

30

11

ACI’ION
2. To what extent, if at all, have the reviews of
management contrd systems conducted in your
organizational unit identified material and/or
nomnntcrial management control sy5tem weaknesses?
(Eater response number in Use space prwided.)
RFS’ONSE
I = To a very great extent
3 = To a moderate extent

17
30

4 = To some extent

24

29

S = To little or no atent

46

21

Weakness

2. Nonmaterial

WI

2. Nonmaterial W&ness

0

RESPONSE
NUMBER

CI’ION
I. Material

I. Material W&ncss

SCALE
“I”:
11
15

2 = To a great went

RESPONSE
NUMBER

Pa)

Wuknus

ml
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Resnlts

67

63

59

4.

To what am.

if at dQcu pit agencysupport

rcrions to corm3 msusagcmcnt contml syrtcm
lvealcnm
(cllcck ogc)

1. Cl Tormygrutatcpr

49

2. 0 To a great atmt

7. 0

M

a. 0 Rcquila~inmaMgemtn1mtrd
rya+arwkm

41

3. 0

To 1 moderate utcat

8

4. 0

To sornc atcru

2

5.0

TouakornocxIam

1

Agency ~cmcnt
involved in fouolv-up
pdum
Y) dcwminc the rimclii
and
ciT&tiveaar d co~vc
acnom

Wa*

71

mm 33

lndamhodsmcom

wuknusa identilicd
9. 0

ouler (Specify.)

w-4

13

1

6.0Uak1owu

J
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6. What agency actions. if any. indicate your agency’s lack
of support lor correcting auutagement control s@m
wwhknesau in your organizational unit?
clwxk all that apply.)
1. 0

Herbal support br improvements
dY

2. 0 hadequate increase in funds to make

Ina

2

1r0)

6

needed changes
3. Cl lnadcquarc incrraJc in staff to make
needed imptovemenu

(4-c

11

4. c] Agency priorities higher in imprwing
control systems in other area3 or
saivitics within the agenq

lo10

5

5. 0

Agency appear willing to accept the risk
of fraud, waste. abuse, or mismanagement
that exists under the currant management
control .syacms

W+

0

6. 0

Agency omits important management
control sytenu from the evaluation
Pm=

WY

2

7. 0

Lack of meaningful uaining

‘-

5

8. 0

Other (Specify.)

r!l1-cfg 3

9. c] NON of the above - agency’s actions
XtiON
SUppWt COlVCti’fC
10. 0

Not applicable - organkattonal
no material wcakneasc3

unit has

I-

14

PLEAsEGomNFlxTPAI;E

Y
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7. How. if U a& have JVU dano~uated
comaing m8Mge!ncot cooti
your orgmi?atioNl unit? 08ck

your support br
sptcm w8kllcuac
in
8u tlmt rpply.)

1. 0

FrognuNa#ofactivitiuwithinmy
oig8nhion8l
Unit hwe w management
eoatrd~-

n-0

2. a

RequutedfundctomakcNeded
changes

N-l

3.

q Illtmadfundrlom8kcdlcNcdcd

26

waa

24

NW

26

maoagement amtroi systems
Illcrc8acdr~gtoimplementand
matlntn tmplobul m8Mgemult
dsrsttpr

(160

6. 0

Distributed awnollcttcr discussing the
if0portmcoofagcncy&rUmsuengdun
illtenl8l conaola

WMI

50

7.0

DimaiIlwlvematindeurmining
comcctivcacdoNNcdal

t-lo)

61

8.0

Dimimolvcmear.intmpiu.llerlting
corrective actiau idmtiflod

cn-m

56

B+W

61

5.0

9. c] D&t inwAvematt in bllow-up
proNdwatodercnninedletimeuoeuand
dktiVUK?U
d COlTCCtiVCaCtiON
10.0

Rquiredrfinrpenonnclhkcminingin
mm
ec8trol system tiu8ti0N
and methods 00 improve weaknusca identified

3

8. How adequue or inadapa
was your agency’s
di.uusii
(in its annual report to the F’residcnt and the
Congress - as required by he Federal Mutagen’
Fln8odd Mcgrlty Act) of the mueripl management
14 control weaknesses identified in your organizational
unit? (check one.)
m

ChW3=
4. Cl Requestcdanincreau
inmfIingto
implement and maintain improved

0

27

1. ovclyadequalc

32

2.

0

Adcqu8tc

31

3.

0

Marginally adequate

4.

UxNdequau

2
0

0

5. q %rytnadquatc
6.

a

NobPsis10j~ge-didnotKctherrpon

12

7.

0

Not applicable - no matial
idcntificd

23

.Gvcakne5suwere

31

m8o8ganeot

07.711 11

11. Cl Other (Specify.)
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It. To what extent, if at all. have the corroxive actions
&en eliitcd
the management control system
we8kacssu identifkd in your organi7ado~J unit’s
programs and/or activities. by whatever means, during
the past 3 years? (Enter rupomc number in tbc
space Pravidcd.)

9. Hcnv adequate or inadequate was y~r opportunity for
input ia your agency’s report to tbc Reatdat and the
Congress as required by the Fwieral Manage&
lmumci8l Integrity Act7
(check ON!.)
Ice)

RESPONSE SCALE
1. cl wry

adequate

3. c] Marginally adequate
rnadequao

0

Not applicable -

2 = To a great extent

28

41

2

3 = To a moderate extent

14

20

2

4 = To some extent
5 = To little or no atent

5

6

1
33

1
13

:

41

2

5. Cl very inadqu8u
6.

MwNm
15 13

36

2. cl Adequate

4. 0

1 = TO a very great extent

45

6 = This type wcaknas not identified in my unit
no weakneasa in my unit

12

7 = No basis to judge
Missing

1

Missing

ACIlON
10. To what extent, if at all. have actions been
implemented to correct management control system
mplrnaoa
identified in your organiMoaal unit, lq
whatever muuw. during the past 3 yeast?
(Eater response number in the space provided.)
RESPONSE SCALE
1 - To a very great alnt
2 = Toagreatatent
3 = To a moderate extent
4 = To some exunt
5 = To little or no ottent
6 = This type weakness not identified in my unit
7 = No basis to judge
Missing

ACllON

1. Material Weakness

Lx9

2. Nonmaterial Wakncss

WI

12. To what atent, if at ti. has your agency fohved up
10 dcmm.im that planned corruztive actions wen taken
MnNMw
00 material weaknuscs identified? (Enter response
lg
munberhthespaceprovided.)
23
40
28
RESPONSE SCALE
16
9
=
22
6 1
Not applicable - no weaknesses identifiai
3
0
33

1
13

2
2

3
2

RESPONSE
MJMBER

30

2 =Toaverygrcatextent
3 = To a great atent
4 = To a moderate aunt

29
9

5 = To some extent
6 - lb little or no extent

?
P

4

7 = No basis to judge

1. Material Weakness

wl

2. Nonmatcrhl

cm

Weakness

RESPONSE
NwTvfBJcR

ACTION
I. COrrccfi~

5

RESPONSE
NUMBER

Action

ml

Y

PLEASEGOTONEXTPAGE
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Ill. COSTEFFEcrzyMEss OF PROCWOF
EWUJATING

14. why did du improvcwno

oak

ANDSl=REB~G

NANAG-comoL~

8ot justify the cost?

8n thu 8Ppiy.j

I. 0 %rk mqukdpwkipationdam

13. Buck on your bestutimatz to what wet& if at a&
did the improvements made and bcncfita obtain*
jwtif$ the caw inched (consider atl cc& incurred
- pemonnel popcmorlc ett.) U, mlew m~cmcnt
contml q-ctemc in pur org8niaUtonal unit? Kheck
one.)
n
Toavcry~rutrnr--Goquadon~.

8

2.

0

Toagruturiu*-G0~CpstionlS.

23

3. 0

To a moderate extent - Go to question I5

25

4. 0

To wmc went

17

S. OTolialeornoarent-Gotoque3&l4

12

6.0

16

Page 70

hlghdti!IK!(CAkobrdCip)accssive

,uj

26

3. 0

V&k required too much paperwork
(documcntrtion and Rpom)

I*

65

4.

0

Control syttcms considered adayalc before
d=Pt==

(1~

51

5.

0

PIUXU did not idenufy any wcakn~~s
IlOtdt-Udyhwm

ml

49

Dupliatcd rcvicw JTora aI+)
conducted
lq other orgaaizations (i.e., lnrpsctor
G?nf!Ial. GAO, etc.)

rm

4*

cm

12

7. 0 Other (Specify.)

0

U&m-n-costandohcrrclmntdaraoot
available for analris purposes Go to quuti00 Is.

40

2. 0

6. 0

I.

- Go to quatioa W.

WI

mu?,-ff

lntbiswrtloa,marebbr=bdbco0~
8gencydfki8l!fpcnprctlvadthecc6b8nd
benenb twulting frwr agenr~ et%& to evaluate
md stmgtbco
the management coobd systems
withb ib prvgmiw, activities, orpaniAoa+, and
fisDdoN.
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1% whakifany,aretbemoatSigIlifhukadiorcsulling
from the ageoq’r acti to strengtbeo the management
amtml m
io tbe programs aodh activitiea in
rour o*orul
unit? (&ck
all tbot apply.)
1. 0

Helped me better catabtisb priori6a

wtthin the orgsnimbnd unit
2.

0

Identitkd activitialfuocthns
which
alsed irdlkicat
or itldeaiw

-

Resnlts

10. 0

ldendfied malrriaJ pIublenL5 for my and
other senior managcrncn~officials
consideration

11.

&gPniurional

0

0

25

(am

0

Better conaol over operations

owv 48

Elmer aWcation of staff mrccs

m-m 22

S.

0
0

6.

0

MOIE actuate and timely infonnatioa
prwvided b ADP systems

w-m 19

7. 0

More acauate and timely information
provided by accountinglfinaocial
moMgemea1 s)%zmla

m-m 26

4.

improved ef!icienqleffativeneu
in
accomplishing the agency component’s
miuion

58 13. c! Focused attention on solving long-standing
pl-Obh.5

of ‘mcorganizatbnk
unit

IW

37

1-q

34

rctivelY

contd systemweaknasa

c=m 39 12.

Hclptd identify actions ti could
improve the efkiency and effectiveness

pcMMe1

30

attempt to idintify sod impmVe management

OpClNiODS

3.

unit

we

14. 0

other waw
.

lww

5

IS. 0

No significant benefits observed

szaq

7

8. Cl More ctktivc or better contr0kd
m-m 26
ADP or accouhqlfinuripl
managcmcnl
systeml were dmlopcd ad iroplenlenti
9. 0 Oqanbtionai
unit personnel more awire
ofimportpncenfstrongmanagemcnt
-Mystlnu
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18. How successfd or unsuccessful has your agency’s
implementation of the Federal Managed
Financial
I.ntf@ty Act program been in your organizational
unit? (Check OWL)

16. What. if auy, arc the most signiticaa~ problems iu y~ui
olgaMatio&
unit as a fcsult of your sgency’s actions

to strengthen tbc mPOPgCmentcoatd SpteuM within
ia pmgmms. activities, organizations, and functions?

(03

v3cck oil that apply4
1. 0
1. Cl Pmgmm slippage
2.

0

M5magemcnt control system improvement
priorities inconsistent with meeting pmgmm
objechs

3. Cl Contml procedures too time consuming/
burdensome

WI

6

(u)

9

WI

4. 0

Other (Specify.)

n

5. 0

No significant problems observed

WI

18
9

very successful

19

2. cl succcssfu1
3.

0

Marginally

58
successful

4. 0

Unsuccessful

5. 0

Very unsuccessful

6. 0

No basis m judge

11
1
0
12

67

17. To wba~ extent. if at all, have management cootrds in
the progmms and/or activities in your organhthal
unit
impmvcd as a result of the Fedd
men’
Flnanclal Intqrlty
Au? clleck one)
WI
1. 0

Toaverygreatutcnt

2

2. 0

To a great extent

20

3. 0

To a moderate extent

30

4. 0

To some utent

24

5. 0

To little or no extent

13

6. 0

No basis to judge

11
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CD4

0

4

Iv. ADDlTIONAL CO19. Ifyouhmanyadditiolulcommena
view
No

in lhe space below. (At&b
Comments

Comments

ony,dtbcitcrmiothisquestioMllirrotrelntedtopics.plaueexpnssyour
addkbd
&at& U lucu38ry.) Thank yuu for yuw coopuntion.

77
23
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CD1

0

1

United States General Accounting of!ice

Survey of Agency Efforts To Evaluate and
StrengthenControl Systemsin Agency Components

DSI’RUCTIONS
The Federal Managers’ Fimmckl Integrity Act of 1982
require3 that Metal agenda evakmte their systems of
&tetnal/managanent
control and that each agency head
annually report on the adequacy of their agency’s control
systems. Through this survey, the General Accounting Office
is collecting rlectcd historical information on, and agency
managers’ perceptions of, agency actions to strengthen
conads in their programs and activities.
The questions in this survey can k answered easily either by
checlcing rhe boxes or filling in the blanks. You can answer
the questions in about 30 minutes.

Pkase return the completed form in the self-addressed
envelope within 7 days after receiving the questionnaire.
The return address on the envelope is:
U.S. General Accounting OfIke
Mr. Thaams Brodeti
Room 6007
441 G scrret, N.W.
WashIngton, D.C. 20548
If you have any questioru, please call Andy Killgore
3-27.5-9557 or Tom Brodetick at (202) 275-9512.
th¶pmka taramu~
ww

What you. as ha manager of a program and/or activity have
to say is imporuot to fhis study. The “Respondent
Mmnation”
identifies the program ad/or activity for which
we wish to obtain information. So please give u3 ycur most
frank assesment. We cannot make a meaningful evaluation of
agency efforts to strengthen controls w&out your assistance
and pdcipation.

at FTS

mme)

(M

-&Q-j

IW

~d~cmrp*tiqf~)

Isal

(Yappt-8~~
(

1-m

ItkimpuHantthatyouprovideananwertomcb
feel ltac to seek
qutsb.rllamweringth&q-,
adtanceorcomemmfmmkeystaUorPrrodotaon
quatiom.ThismsybepPrtieulnrlyhlte&amwerlng
qnstlom coocoming the performance SItdlTSldtSOf~
asaarreclta aud mansgent
control evahmtiom. we de
raHuthntthWIMyhUnn-WbcrCthC
lufonnstioll
rquestad k duBcult to obtain or not redly
availabk.lnthesemsapkwpnwideuswithyourbest
cstlnotc,rptbtrthplldCh~WfiSiltO~lld.

m-7-w

For your usistaoa, we have provided dctitiot~
of key
terms at relevant places throughout the qmionnairr.

w*rarlnc4)

1

1

GAO svppud Dua
(9lllaaaaircImmbs)

1
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co2 I I I II I I1
0

2

3. What was the fiscal year 1981 dollar budget of the
I.

GENERAL

INFORMAnON

program and/or activity? (Check one.)

Wesreltltamdlncdkctkqlge~lnfoIma!ionon
tbeproptnMdkactivityklcntuledarlkr.

1. Cl Under SsoO,ooO

26

2. 0 From $500,000 to under $I.O@&OOO
1. How long have you bcctt rcqot~~ible for the progmtn
and/or activity identified earlier in the questiotmah?
c-4
l.OUadcrlyear

15

2. 0 FromltounderZycan

18

3. 0 From2toundcr5ycan

31

4. 0 5year~ormorr

37

38

3. 0 Fromllm2S

17

4. 0 From 26 to 50

16

5. 0 From 51 to 100

11

101 or more

16

4. 0 From S5,a)o.ooO to under 610,000.ooO

3

5. 0 From 510.000.ooO to under $50,OCO,ooO

8

6. 0 Over ssO,ooO,M]o

12

7. 0 unknown

25
2

Missing
GO TO NEXT PAGE

8

2. 0 From 1 to 10

6. 0

3. 0 FKNII S1,OOO,ooOto under 55,OCO,ooO
(II

2. kc of October 1. 1987, how many full-tim staff worked
in the progratn and/or activity? (check one.)
WI
1. 0 None

8

9
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4. Wluu is the primary function #t-formed by the program
wa
and/or rtivii?
(C&k
one.)’

1. 0 ADP - Go to question 5.

Results

5. Which ADP tltnctior~
is the program and/or activity
responsible for performing in support of other programs or
activities? (Check all that apply.)

8
I. 0 Procurement
37

2. Cl Program management

?.OSecurity
3. 0 Fmcunment

11

4. Cl Gnnt management

2
12

5. 0 Personnel and organixatid
management

20

,,‘I

39

(IS

3. 0 Data processing opetations
4. 0 Systems design, development.
and/or maintenance
5. 0 Other (Specify.)

6. 0 Payment systems and cash
management

5 GOT0
QUESX’ION 6

7. Cl Loan management and
dek collection

0

8. 0 Property and inventory
management

5

9. 0 Accounting or financial
management

5

16

10. 0 Other (Specify.)

GotoquWon6.

6. In carrying out its mission. to what extent, if at all, does
the program and/or activity use data generated from ADP
WI
systems? vzheck one.)
1. 0 To a very great extent

23

2. 0 To a great extent

25

3. 0 To a modctate extent

20

4. 0 To some extent

15

5. 0 To little or 110extent

13

6. 0 No basis to judge

4

w
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a. Howadcq~~ori~~wo~rheptocessthatexisted

II. AGENCY EVALUATIONS
OF
MANAGEMENT
CONTROL WiTEMS

before 1983 for evaluating tk pr0gmm’s and/or activity’s

IMtlagment control qs&lrls? (check one.)
1.0

Morcthanadquare

2. tl Adequate
3.0
For purposes of this quetid,
an
lntsrMumallagenKtu
control ayatm is the
organidonal
SuucnKe, opendng pmcedw,
and
.
admmmdve
practices adopted by all levels of
,
maMgemsnt to provide rcas0Mb& thaI

plagrams
ad admiamivesctiviries
arceffectively
amid out.Included
witllinthisdstlniticn
areborh

Msqinally

Qv

16
50

adquate

22

4. 0 Inadequate

5

5. a Very inadquatc

0

6. 0 No basis u) judge

6

t?hVUZgmVnr OfId OCCOWUittgCOfUd QQtCnU.
7. Before 1983, to what extent, if at dl. did ycitt agency
have a procus for evahating the mamgemnt control
systema in its pmgrams and/or activities? (Check one.) f24
1. 0 Toz~vcrygreatextm
2. 0 Toagredextmt
3. Cl Toamcdcratccxtent
4. 0 To soa

extent

5. 0 Tolittleornoextent
Go to qlmion 9,
6. 0 Unknown -Gotoquestion9.

GO TO NEXT PAGE

6

1
17

COPITINUE

27

18

7

25

Missing

1
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m. ASSESSMENTOFRISKIN
THE

PROGRAM

IO. Indicate the years in which a risk mot
wu
COndUCtedOn the prognm and/or activity i&ndm
earlier. (Check all that apply.)

AND/OR ACTMTY

A key clement In the process of exmining agency
management contml system is a detemtinalon of
tboae prognum Mdku acuvitla whose runctlotls are
most vtdtterabk to emoe or improper acts. We are
bltemsted In L!okung lnfomatioll
on the tisk
B
pednllned 011these prolpylu
and/or
activities and ott your perceptions of the asessments.

9.

vmments
within your Department
Howmanyrisk
(Le., Energy, Interior, etc.) did you conduct or
participate in each year since 1983? (Enter number.)

NUMBER
1.

1983

2.

1984

3.

1985

4.
s.

63

--.

%

%
-0-

1 or

1.0

None - GJ to question 16.

22

wl

2. 0 1983
3. 0 1984

1. 0 Me (or the prior program and/or activity
manager) or a member of my (or the prior
76nunagcr’s) staff

Isa

2. 0 Agency Inspector General or

ISa

More

audit organization

9

personnel

37==

57

43

mw

53

47

wm

1986

____

44

56

amll

1987

--

41

59

1u*

Page 78
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3. 0 Other agency nwagemcnt

37

+a

4. 0 COnsuhanUcontractor

*

m

5. 0 Other (Specify.)

3

8-n

6.0

0

‘=

officiaw

pcrsonncl

Unknown
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For putpo~~ of this questionnaire, a material
hrnal/mnnngement
control weakness is a
weakness that would significantly impair the
fuIfillment of a program and/or activity’s mission;
deprive the public of needed services: violate
statutory or regulatory requirements; significantly
we&on safeguards against waste, loss, unaurhorized
use or misappropriation of funds, propetty. or other
assets; or result in a conflict of interest.

12. How adequate or inufeclurac were the tesults of the ~tttoftheprogtamanti/oractivityin
malttiak
reflecting its Nscepibility to waste, loas. unauthorized
use. 01 rniqqhuons?
(check otba.)
WI
1.0

Motethaaadcqte-Gotoqucstiool4.

35
58

2.0Adqu@te-Gotoqwatioal4.

4

3.oMargiMllydequptc
1

s.overyiIls@uu
6.0

0

J

2

Unknown-Gotoq11utiquestical4.

13. If less than “adcqmuc:’
(ChecJt all th81 apply.)

For puposcs of this qucstior+&z, a nomnaterinl
We0krwss is any weakness that is not sufficient to
impair significantly the fulftient
of a program
and/or activity’s mission, etc.

1

4. cl Inadequntc

why?

14. To what extent, if any, has the risk assessment work
conducted on the program and/or activity identified
material and/or nonmaterial management control system
wakmsea?
(Enter response number in the space
provided.)

l.OGuidanceforperformingrbk-ents
RESPONSE SCALE
2. 0 Agency’s cvsluatice~ process is ton
Wwd

6)
40

3. 0 Agency’se’hUionprocuaisbasedonfPaon
thatatcnoCrelevMtosamXptaNily

PI
33

4. 0 Relevant -dw
afcomittedfroml!tcwssmcntr

1
2
3
4
5
6

=
=
=
=
=
=

To a very great extent
To a great extent
To a moderate extent
To some extent
To little or no extent
Nobasistojudge
N/A Missing

2:
ACTION

Mw
-

NMW

2
7
7
7
44

2

a

IZPONSE
NUMBER

f
19
33
6
23

%

5. 0 Gthcr @ocify.)
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lg. Whet types of training have you bad? (Check & u
wb.)

IS. To what extent, if it all. were you (or other program
d/or
activity tnuugcn) aware of thae wealmuss
wete tfodllctai? (Eotcr
kfon the dsk -at(s)
response nnmber kl use spu!e providsd.)
RESUBNSE

SCALE

27

NOIDWidhOMvtCripl
mmi*fiy

ACTION

1:
1:
8
4

IZPONSi3
NUMBER
ml

2.NonmatcrialWti

m

16. Doea your agency offer intemal and/or extemd thning
orodmdimtyJ~ioconductingrhlr-ts?
-4

ml

1. 0 Yea - continue
2. 0 No -

ml

13

m!

8

ml

4. 0 ontbcjobmiIling

69

PI

5. 0 Other (Specify.)

11

n

18

1. h4aterhl weakness

(cbrlr

53

3. 0 Rivatc coasultant
1:
7
9
7
6

4 = To some exren
5 = To liule or no extent
6 = Nobaaiatojudge
=

classroom

2. 0 Extemal classroom

!!.!I@!!!

1 - To a very great extent
2 = To a great extem
3 - To a moderate extent

7

1. Cl Internal

73

19. HOW adequate or inadequate is rhe cumnt intcmal and/or
extend training in meeting your needs in undersranding
and performing risk asessmettta of programs and/or
activities? (Check one.)
ml
1. 0 Morethanadequate

25

2. 0 Adequate

62

3.0

Mafginallyaciquatc

12

4.0

Inadequate

1

Go 10 question 21. 27
5. 0 very illakpu

0

17. H8ve you Wived intemd and/or external training in
utldaaeg
and conducting risk assasments?
K%cck one.)
14
1. 0 Yes -

contiJluc

2. 0 No-Gotoqucstion21.

75
25

Page80
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I I I I II
0

3

#).Inwbatama.ifany,doeayouragcncy’srkk
omaameottniningdknprovemeota?(cbcdr1otbst
WNY.)
1. 0 No imptovomcnta needed

0

51

IW

9

(10

16

lnl

17

5. 0 ExphiniJlg how to analyze and evaiuatc the
rcsuluofbw~-

WI

21

6. 0 IdcntifyingthcdocumWmnsedtdto
UysQmcd conclusions
nrpporlbfi

WI

l6

7. Cl Idcmtitjkg the mctbodolw
auusing~iaADPsyslcmr

WI

1s

IlI)

11

2. (3 Defdirlg
3.0

8.0

terms

Def?ningthepuqmeamlcbjaxb~offhe
as.lusmcNs

to be wed in

Ickntifyingmcdlodologytobellsolin
assasiag tisk in acc~6nallcii
systems

9. cl other (Specify.)

GO TO NEXT PAGE

managomcnt

WI
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of Questioyatre

IV. EVALUATION
OF MANAGEMENT
CONTROL
SYSI-EMS IN THR PROGRAM AND/OR ACTMTY

Results

22. bdlcatethcyeMinwhichamaoagemcntconhd
mhubioa wss conducted on the program and/or activiry
idcdod
earlier. (Check all that apply.)

Tbcpr&clpalmethodobgle3uscdtounmiac
management coontroi systems are the management
control evaluations or alternative management control

1. Cl Nooe - Go to question 29.

23

WI

l vslustlons. We sm Interested lo collecting

2. 0

1987

61

WI

3.0

1986

57

IY)

50

Irt

46

WI

38

WI

lnfomdoa

on thcsr evaluations and your pe~eptioas

00 their cfWtlvclwa

ss l mltmtbn tools.

As used in this questionnaire, an lntenulu
management control evaluation (i.e.. an internal
control revkw of alternative internal control
review) is a detailed evaluatioo of a program of
administtative activity to dcrcnnim whether adequate
safeguards exist to reasonably ensure compliam
with applicable laws; protection against waste, loss.
uIlauthorized USC.and misappropriation; md pnzpatation
and maintenance of reliable financial and statistical
reports and accountability over asses
21. Howmanymanagementcoatmlevahmtioaswithinyour
Depamncnt (i.e., Energy, Interior, etc.) did you conduct
or participate in since 1983? (Enter number in spra
provided.)

1.

1983

2.

1984

3.

1985

4.

1986

5.

1987

-O-

1 or

More

-

64

36

-

-

59

41

-

-

50

50

-

-

43

57

-

-

38

62

-

4. 0 1985

CONTmuE

5. Cl 1984
6. q 1983

1

23. Who completed the most recent management control
emhutim of the prow
and/or activity? (Check all
uut apply.)
1. 0 Me (or the prior program an&or activity 6 8
mamtger) or a member of my (or the prior
manager’s) staff

14

2. 0 Agcocy lnspuxor Geneml or audit
organihon
personoel

16

(.w

3. Cl Other agency management officials/
pc=od

41

WI

4. 0 CoasultanVcontrdctor

2

IY)

5. 0 other (Spcify.)

A

IUI

6.OUnknown

1

IW

Y
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24. Howadquataorinad~iatbecordidon0fttIc
mmMgaocntcootrdsystaIuiathcprogram~or
auivityretlcctcdbythcrrsuloofthe~
amml cvcooductes? (check me.)

ml

I. 0 Morcthmadeqtmc-Gntoqueadon26.

32

2.0

62

3.0

Adcquarc-GotoqucstiM26.
Marginally

adeqmte

5

4.oINdquale

1

5.OVCtyiandequue

0

25. If lar than “dequrae:’
uut apEw

2. 0 Evaluation procu~ is too judgmntal
objective valid CrilerL

w
47

and lack

EvaluatioabascdonUorafhatareoat
r&vanttocomroloverthcoperationoftbe
fiJnddactivity
w8bued

a Other

RESPONSE SCALE
1 = To a very great extent
2 = Toagreatexttm
3=Toamoderav:encnt
4 = To some extent
5 = To little or no extent
6 = No basis to judge
N/A / Kissing

ACTION

4. 0 Pcrsonncvorganixation pchming
cvaluadm
didwtadqua@lyurdersonddteacdvityl
iilnction cvabated
5.

26. To what extent, if at alI. did the management control
cvahdon
identify nsmagcmnt control W~~~IKSU in
the progtam and/or rtivity? (Enter response ntm~kr ia
rJlc rpa Provided.)

why? (Check all

I. 0 Guidaau: for performing mtm8ga~at
control ev-ahdons is vague aadior
proceduru are poorly dalinai

3.0

Results

WI
38

15
(4

(Specify.)

3
8
12
35
6

3
9
13
21
25
4
25

R&hE
NUMBER

I. Material Weakness

ISO

2. Nonmaterial Weakness

14

27. To whdt extent, if at all. were you aware of program
ador activity management control wti
before a
foumgmctlt control cvahMtlon was conducted? (Enter
respomc oumbcr In the space provided.)

n
43

IW
32

MWNMW

RESPONSE SCALE
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

=Toavuygrcatextent
- Toagrcattxtent
- To a modcrate extrnt
- To some extant
= To little or no extant
- No basis to judge
= No matcrial/nonmatcrial
weablm
exist
N/A
/ Missing

ACTION

MWNMW
6
6
11
12
8
16
12
16
10
11
6
4
19
9
26

&&j~
NUMBER

1.Maurialwcakncss

Isa

2. Nonmaterial Weakness

fU)

Y
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c00tml
28. To what cxrmt. if at a& have the m=nL
evaluatkma identified materhI management control
weaknesm in ADP systema hat generate data used by
Iem
y0W pgram and/or activity? (Check 0nc.j

1. 0 Unknown

16

31. whattypesofuaininghaveyouhad?(Checkau
that

8Ppty.l

I. 0 IarcrnaJ classroom

53

s

2. 0 External classroom

16

!d

2. 0 To a very great extent

2

3. 0 Private consultant

3. 0 To a great extent

2

4. 0 Onthejobtraining

71

(r

4. 0 To a moderate extent

6

5. 0 Other (Spesify.)

10

I’-

5. 0 To some extent

12

6. 0 To little or no extent

32

q Not applicable - data from ADP system not used

7.

by program and/or activiry
29
Missing
1
29. hcs your agency offer intemal and/or external training
or other direct assistance in conducting msumgement
control cvaluatbM? (chtck one.)
WI
I. 0 Yea - Continue

69

2. 0 No-Gotiqucstioa35.

31

30. Have you rscived internal and/or extctnal tnining in
UD&raanding and CodUCth~ v
COOtId
evahotths?
(Check one.)
rm

8

32. Have you conducted or worked on a management
cootrol evnluatioa? (Check one.)
I. 0 Yes - Continue

87

2. 0 No -Gotoquedon35.

14

r

33. How adquate or hadequate is your agency’s training in
mating your needs in conducting mMagement comd
n
evdudms?
(cbsk OIW.)
I. 0 Monthanadeqwte

22

2.oAdcquatc

61
15

I. 0 Ye3 - colltimle

75

3.oMarginallyadcqwc

2. 0 No -

25

4. 0 Inadequate

1

5.0

1

Go to quudon 35.

v

very inad~te

GO TO NEXT PAGE

Y
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IV
of Questionnaire

4

9.0

34. IO wh8I areas. if any, doa your agcacy’s vt
coatrd evakoBtbo Udilhg need major itOpt’OV~ot?
(cbatk
1.

2.0

all

that

Results

QuaIityoftheprcscntationandtraining

(az~)

9

IO. 0 Quality of the instiMions providing the
llitling

In*

2

11. Cl Other (Specify.)

(-

6

materials

rpply.)

0 No major iqrovcmno

needed

~4

52

~w-10 14

Dcfloiog tcnns

3. Cl Ddklhg the purpose and objective-s of
the evah&uioos

ww

4.OIdcmi@ingtbeprocedumrequirrdto
pform a tmoqement
control evd~tion

W’@ 17

5. 0 Explaining how to analyze and waluace
the results of the toaMgcmentCootroI
evaktatioo

117-m1 g

6. 0 Idcntifjing the dccmcntatioo needed to
supporl flu mMagaocnt cootml evduatioo
amcIusioas

I’-

7.0

01-a 16

IdcndfyingmetMologytokuscdip
evabariag omMgcmcnt controk
sy-

15

GOTONEXTPAGE

18

of ADP

8.UIdcntifyingmahodobgytokusedin
cvabaIiog atMageQuot controL
of rcounliog/finaacirl
mnagclncIlt

Page 86
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V. ACIlONS
CONTROL

TO CORRECT
sWlEMs

N
of Questio*

MANAGEMENT

WC an! interested lo 4xAkchg program and/or acti\-@
tlunager perceptioa of the etYectivenuY of qpmzy
efforts to dimhate muuganent cootrd system
wehessuandthekvddqencynrpportfor
lmpruvclncnt
advitle8.
35. TO What extent, if at all, have actions been implen;cntcd
to cow
maongemcnt control systefn weaknes5
identified, by whatever means, during the past 3 years?
(Enter
response
number
in the space protided.)
RESPONSE
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

SCALE

- To a very gnat extent
=Toagrcatextcm
* To a mahate extent
- To some cxtcnt
- To little or no extent
mThistypofweakn=not
identified in the
proglam a&or tivity
- Nobasktojudge
Missing

ACTION
1. Material

Hw
14
18
11
7
4
24

17

36. To what extent, if at all. have the COITIX~VCaniom
t&en
eliminated the management cuatrol system wLpkw54
identified, by whatcvet means, during the past 3 ycan?
(Enter
response number lrl tbc rpact provided.)
RESPONSE SCALE
1 - To a very great extent
2 - To a ercat extent
3 = To a moderate txtcnt
4 = To some extent
5 = To little or no extent
6=‘I?Csty~ofwc3kncss~
identified in the
program and/or activity
7 = No basis to judge
Missing
ACTION

Mwtmw
11
21
11
7

:;;

2:

1:

19

18
4

13
25

RESPONSES
NUMBER

1. Material WCAknesa
2. Nonmaerial Weakness

16
4

RESPGNSE
NUMBER

w.skness

2. Nonmaterial

14
23
16
11
5
13

Result8

GO TO NEXT PAGE
PV

Ww

(8

Y
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37. To what extent, if at a& has your agency follewcd up to
ermine
thm plard
corrective ztiolu wen c&m.
(Spadry rapowe numkr.)
RESPONSE

Results

39. TO

extent, if at all. have the corru+e
doan
io ADP systems hat generare
darp used by the progam Yrdlor activity?
(al&
one.)
n
what

dbUiMUddlCWealrnesscs

SCALE

1 - Not applicable - wealmcs~
were not identified in
the program and/or tivity
2 = To a very greaf extent
3 =Toagrcatextent
4 - To a moderate extent
5 - To some extent
6 = To little or no extent
71Nobaistnjudge
Missing
RESPONSE
NUMBER
ACTION

1. Cl Nu applicable - ADP system contained no known
WC&IX&US
39

13

2. 0 Toaverygrcaccxunt

24

7

3. 0 To a great extent

14

4. 0 To a moderate extent

10

fi:
8
4
16
2

5. C To some extent

9

6. Cl To little or no extent

5

7. 0 No basis to judge
Corrective

Action

38. Does yew pmgmn and/or active
data? (Cheek one.)

18

PI
use ADP pnuatcd
(31)

40. To what extent. if at all. does your agency suppon
action5 to correct msnagement control system
a-?
(Check one.)

YCS-continue

80

1. 0 Toaverygnatextent

33

2. 0 No -Gotoqla?sioll40.

12

2. 0 To a great extent

32

8

3. 0 Toamoderauextent

12

1.0

3. cl uoknown

-GOtOqlJUti0040.

4. 0 To some

n

7

CXtCM

5. q To little or no extent

2

6. 0 Unknowa

12

Missing

2

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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41. How, if a~ a& has your agency dcmonsarrai iu sqporI

42. What agency aions and/or inaaiong ticlack of
SUppI for correcting management control sym
wakness?
(Check all tbat apply.)

CUltrdrystnnWcnkmcsra
forcorr&ngmMagema
in the program and/or activity?‘(Check dl that apply.)

M
1. 0 Not applicable - prognm and/or activity
hns no management crmtrd systems neediig
16
corrective &on
2. 0

Agency shows no support for correcting
management cbntroi system weaknasls

3. E XncreascdlLndstomakcthcnccdcd
changes

1. 0 Not applicable - agency actively suppms
correcIions

69

‘-

2. Cl Verbal Npport for improvements only

5 m

3. C! Inadqute increase in funds to
make needed changes

9 !@‘I

P-a
2
w4
10

4. 0 Jnadeqwe incm
in staff IO
make ncedcd improvemenu

14 *

4. cl Increased sulfnng IO implement and

(a4
Irbaintain improved taanegemeet cotltml systems 10

S. I3 Memoilcttcr from agency head discussing
w4
42
the impottam of agency effort to strengthen
mumgement controls
6.

0

Direct highkei
agemy management
Pwm
35
involvcmmt in damnining corrective actions

7. 0 Dii
high-ml
agency InaMgemenI
involvmwnr in implementing tive
kkntifiod

Clu)
actiOm 33

8=3

2 SW
6. c] Agency appears willing IO accept the
risk of thud, waste, abuse, or mismanagement
rhat exists under the current management cooti
Iyst7. 0 Agency omks impotuot management
control systems fmm Itu evahlation procus

1 a)

8. 0 Lack of murningful training

8. 0

maaagemem iavoival in fohv-up
A~cncy
procedumsIodeteImilleIhctimeunessand
efbxivetwsa of corrWtive &xiona

issw~
50

9.0

Raquiredldningin
tnumgaea(con~
$y4twev8ltIatlomd-Ioimprovc
weaknew
idmined

NI*

10. Cl Other (Specify.)

5. 0 Agency priorities higher in improving
contra1 systems in other areas or activitia
within the agency

5 m

9. 0’ Other (Specify.)

19

lw-l
8
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43. Howadeq~UOridequotc~~RSUkSOfbr
mamganctlt
controi evduatbm oflbc pmgram aIdor
rrivity
rdktai
ill your apncy’r anthurl tqort to lhc
President and he Congress (as requimI by the Fedeni
Manager’s Fiiial
Integrity Au)? (check one.)
Ir)
1.0

11

MoleIhMackquau

31

2. 0 AdequaU
3. G Marginally

adequau

2

4.nIJliukquue

0

5. 0 very ill&qua*

0

6. 0 Nobasistojudge-didootseetherqmt
55
1

Missing
GO TO NEXT PAGE
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Itesnlt41

0

CD5

45. If less than “IO a moderate extent.” why? (Cluck alI

VI. COST EFFECTIVENESS OF PROCESS
OF EVALUATING AND SI’RENGTHJNNG
MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSI-EMS

that apply in each cohmn.)

MB*

we are interested ia cuucctltlg program and/or activity
maanger perspectiva of the cast3 sod benefits
resulting frum agency effwtr to review axI evaluate
the management control systems within its prognuns,
actlvws,
OI-gMhuoN,
and fuocuom.
44. In your opinion to what extent, if at all. did the
improvements rhat resulted from the work performed to
evaluate and men&en management control system.3
(risk assessments and management control evahations)
justify the costs to condua that work? [plcasc consider
all costs incurred @ersonnel, paperwork, etc.) and your
knowledge of the management cooti
system9 in the
program an&or activity.] (Enter respow number in
the space protided.)
RFSPONSE SCALE

1 - To a very great extent
2 - To a great extent
3 - To a modente extent
= To little or no exum
45 =Toscnncexunl
6 = Nobasistojudge
Hissing
ACTION

RA
5
10
21
iz
21
2
IWSPONSE
NIJMBER

MCE

lUsk Coat.
Awt. Eval.
ftm
1. Work required pardcipation of too
many StalT

2. Length of time (calendar days)
excessive
3. Work required too much
paperwork (documentation and
rcpons)

4. Proglam conuoh considered
adequate bcfotc the pmcus.
5. F’mccss did not identify any
weaknasunocalrradyknown

6. Only insignificant w&ncsscs

1:
21
18

identified

7. Duplicated Usesmat
221
3

I. Risk.ktessmen

m

2. Management Control Evaluation

w

Page 90
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or
evahation efforts already
conducud by other organizations
(i.e., Inspector General, GAO,
a.1

lJ
26

24

8. Other (Specify.)
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Results

6

Mgt.

46. What are the most significant benefits, if any, to the
pqpamand/oractivityasansultoftherLsk
assessments and/or mmmgement control evaluatiom
conducted? (Cbcck ail tJmt apply in each column.)

1. No benefit

I-

2. Hclpai better establish prioritiu
within the program and/or activity
3. Identifud activities/functions
which caused inefficient or
ineffective opaatioos

5. 8uur

coouol over

opcnriops

6. Bmcr allocation of staff rcsou~~
7. More aoxrate and timely
information provided by ADP
v-m

9. FWgnrn and/or activity personnel
more aware of importance of strong
manegemeutcontrol systems

41

50

10. Identified material problems for top
management consideration

14

17

21

28

12. Improved efIiciency/effectiveness in
accomplishing the program and/or
activity’s mission

22

31

13. Focwd attention on solving longSIanding problems

19

24

7

9

II.
25

28

4. Hclpcd identify actions that could
improve the efficiency and
effcctivcnus of tlx program
and/or activity

Risk Coot.
Aat. EvaIL

39

27

34

48

Program and/or activity personnel
actively attempt to identify and
improve maoagement control
system wcakmsses

14. More effective or better controlled
ADP or accounting/financial
management systems were
developed and implemented
15. C&r

66,

@xify.)

8. Marc accumte ad timely
information provided by
accoundilg/financial managernem
9-m

Y
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co7

47. What. if any. arc the mo6l significant problems occurring

iatbeproglamandhactiviIyaafd10ffbc
implelnenration of Ihc lntqpiy Act? (check a8 that

lo

48. Towhtextent.ifat111,doatheproccuuscdiayour
agency to conduct reviews of m-t
anwol
systelm asul he adupcy of the CoIluols in effal in

yourprogfam
and/ora&icy?
cbak a-1

l ppQlIlachCOlumk)
Me*
Ri!&cont.

7

p1

1. 0 Toaverygrca~cxten~

12

mm

2. 0 To a great CXUIII

31

Bt*rp

3. 0 To a modeme extent

24

t7b74

4. 0 To some exlem

13

5. 0 Toliticornoextent

4

Evd.

&a.
1. No significant problems observed
2. Program slippage

3. New management control
systems priorities inconsi~
with maSing progmm objectives
mm
4. control plucdura too the
conauming/burdemoma

m-m
5. 8udget cutl binder ifnphcntatioa
of contTol improvm
6. Other (Specify.)

6. 0 No basis to judge

1. 0 Toavuy~extem
8

8r1uci

14

Missing
2
49. To what extent, if at all, have mawgement COO@~S
in
ycnuprognmand/oractivityimprovedasarcsultofhe
IluegAy Act? (check ooe.)
IW
2

2. 0 Toagratexcmt

12

3.OToamcduatcextcat

21

4.0

21

Tosomcextax

5. 0 Tolittkanoutent

15

6.0

26

Nobasistojudge

Missing

3

Y
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50. What is your overall opinion of the Federal Managers’

FirmdnlIntegrityActprograminyour
Agency/Department?

(Check one.)

It11
4

1. 0 very sucfurful

2. 0 successful

35

3. 0 Marginally succasfui

23

4. 0 UNuccessful

3

5. 0 Very ullsucccssfui

1
33

6. 0 No basis to judge

Missing

1

CO TONEXT

PAGE
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Resulta

CD6
VU. ADDITIONAL
51.

0

8

COMMENT!5

COmmClus011any of the items in this questiomaifc or rched topics, please express your views
in the space below. (AttactJ SddltioMi sllee& if lleasuy.) TlLMk you for your coopemtlon.
wm

If you have any 4ditiOllpl

No

Comments

Comments
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